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"The priest aud the dentist resemble and nearly answer the description
of two men who have recently passed
counterfeit $20 bills in Boston, New
Haven and other neighboring cities."
These spurious bills, circulated in
.New England, first came to the attention of the secret service men on,
depart-April 27. 1912. The treasury
nut the usual notice of
letter
warning. Recently the check
and plate number appearing on these
28
bills was changed and on August
issued
department
the
last
treasury
FATHER SCHMIDT, WHO DISMEMBERanother warning notitying nanus ot
ED ANNA AUMILLER, HAD PARTNER this change.
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,the police bared today a
nest of crime, feathered, they claim,
by the Rev. Blather Hans Schmidt,

confessed slayer of Anna Aumiller.
and Dr. Ernest A. Muret, dentist, by
day, by night alleged counterfeiter.
Muret is under arrest on a technical
charge of having in his possession a
pistol in violation of the Sullivan law.
He was arreBted early this morning
after detectives ransacking Schmidt's
apartments had uncovered evidence to
show that Schmidt was a counterfeiter. This evidence led them to a flat
rented by a man under the name of
George Miller, in which were found all
essentials to the counterfeiter's craft.
The janitress of the building, brought
face "to face with Muret, greeted him
as Miller. Muret, unaware of his impending apprehension, recognized her
at once, and said so, as the woman
from whom he had rented the flat under his pseudony.
Schmidt and Muret, the janitress
said, and Muret admitted, had spent
long hourB together in the flat. They
told the renting agents that they were
medical students and wanted the flat
as a place for making experiments
necessitated by their studies. What
they' really did, the police allege, was
The
to experiment in counterfeiting.
kitchen was fitted up as a darkroom;
a camera, a printing press, photographic supplies and other equipment
was found
bandy to counterfeiters
there. But what the police relied on
to rivet their case was a bundle of
charred counterfeit bills under the
kitchen sink and bits of many other
bills, charred by Are scattered through
the four rooms.
After detectives had arrested Muret,
they took into custody as a material
witness, fie maid employed at his
dental office. She said she was
Zech a;id protested that she knew
nothing of the crime ot which her employer was suspected. The police,
busy with Muret, had found little time
to question her this morning, but expected to pry from her during the day
whatever she might know concerning
the counterfeiting operations.
With Muret locked up, detectives
set about, searching his office. There
they found, in addition to such equipment as a dentist uses in practicing
his profession, a revolver and all kinds
several
of obstetrical
instruments,
surgical saws and bone forceps. The
caused
finding of these instruments
the detectives to press with renewed
vigor the search for something which
might directly connect the dentist
with the murder of Anna Aumiller.
In spite of a strong physical reand
Muret
between
semblance,
Schmidt, Muret claimed there was no
relationship. Inspector Faurot was of
different mind.
"The foreheads are the same," he
said. "The eyes are the' same. The
noses are the same. The ears are the
same. If these two men are not brothers they are at least closely related."
The copper plate from which the
spurious bills were struck, was made,
in the opinion of detectives, by an expert engraver. The maker may have
been the priest or the dentist, but detectives believe that it was neither.
They sought an expert today as an accomplice. The bills were imitations
of $20 yellowbacks.
to Insanity,
Schmidt's pretensions
in the opinion of Coroner Peinberg
have been dealt a blow by the baring
of his record as a counterfeiter.
"Father Schmidt Impresses me as
an unscrupulous man with a master
mind," Mr. Feinberg said.
"Think of a man who is able to
qualify for the priesthood, who is a
forger of great skill, mechanic enough
to coin money, and who might have
dabbled in medicine. That indicates
no ordinary mind."
Wm. Fl'ynn, chief of the United
States secret service, reached New
York today and began an investigation
of Schmidt and 'Muret's counterfeiting
methods and plant. Muret told the police he was born in Chicago. Framed
In his office, was a membership certificate issued at Chicago December 31.
1912, by the Dentist Protective Association of America.
When arraigned today on the technical charge of having a pistol in his
possession, Muret was he,Id iu $5,000
bail for trial. He waived examination.
The Zech woman was discharged
after a brief examination.
Detectives questioning Muret found
that, in addition to a detailed knowledge of dentistry, photography, surgery and printing, their prisoner possessed a fair working knowledge of
law. In his desk were found a number
of physicians' cards bearing the same
inscription as those found Sunday
morning in the apartments of Schmidt.
Chief Flynn, of the secret service,
after viewing the prisoners and the
counterfeiting plant, said:
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ilies in Ei Paso, and friends from El
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Paso interceded this morning with HEARING BEFORE
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AND
Colonel
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to
order
the Juarez garrison, who ordered their
The city council is urged
GOVERNOR SEPT. 23
at noon today.
to let the peoMexico City, Hex., Sept. 16. The release
William Mackay Caldwell, traveler, an election next spring
Orders Return of Officers.
issue to get biggest parade ever held in Mexico
wriier and now student of the life of ple vote on a $6000 bond
San Diego, Calif.. Sept. 16. Under
Littleton, N. 11., Sept.. J 6. Harry
the
under
sewer
celein
capitol.
City began forming early (oday
telegraphic orders from the depart- Kendall Thaw won a victory in tha
Santa Fe, arrived here last night to that trunk
This was the result of a nieetng of bration of the nation's independence ment of war, Mexico City, General
toput the finishing touches on his novcommander of the Mexican feder- United States district court here
the
the
joint committee, composed of the day.
the
of
Mesas,"
"A
Pagan
el,
in Lower California, has or- day, when Judge Aldrich indefinitely
al
troops
re presentatives of the
city council
Cold, drizzling rain caused the flags dered the return to the
scene of which is laid in Santa Fe.
prison camp suspended a hearing on a writ of haof Santa Fe, which met and hunting to droop and made march- in San Diego of the four Mexican army
beas corpus, obtained by the Thaw
Accompanied by Mrs. Caldwell aud and of the city
coma officers who escaped from the camp in
ing over the sodden pavements
two children, Mr. Caldwell expects to at the oflice of the chamber of
lawyers. This means that Thaw will
with dreary business, but it did not quench defiance of their parole. Colonel Emi-li- have a Federal writ to check his immerce yesterday
evening,
spend the winter here.
Mexiof
in
command
Kosterlitzy,
Selig-niathe holiday spirit.
"The charm of Santa Fe is alluring," Messrs. llanna, Uuca, Winter,
can prisoners, was notified by wire mediate return to New York state in
From early morning, detachments
Renehan and Dorman present.
lie said this morning, as he walked to
yesterday of the decision of the Mexi- the event Governor Felker orders his
students, and vol- can
war department.
It was stated that the city council of soldiers, cadets,
extradition after the heariug to be
the Old Palace. "It is most alluring
unteers made their way toward
The four officers ,Col. Escandon of held at Concord.
to me for I have been at work on a had passed the sewer bonding matter
where the day's celebration
for its recom- began with speech making and music the Mexican irregulars; Captain
In an open discussion with William
book, which deals with Santa Fe life back to the committee
and Lieut. Zafre and Rocha, are
mendation. The discussion developed and where patriotic utterances of expected in San Diego from Ensenada, Travers Jerome, after announcing the
under the territorial regime."
Asked as to the plot of the novel, the fact that State Engineer French orators appointed for the occasion Lower California, Thursday morning. suspension of the hearing, Judge
stirred embryo soldiers to excesses of
Mr. Caldwell said that one of the char- was
said that search of the statutes
perfectly willing to postpone for enthusiasm. General Victoria.no Htier-ta- ,
acters Is a territorial governor; the
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of ths
had failed to reveal to him any law
the provisional president of Mexico,
heroine is the governor's wife, a the present the construction
AT
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ARGUMENT
the Hunk sewer provided that the city in full uniform, surrounded by his
under which a man in Thaw's position,
young woman from New York and
iiero is a westerner, who is the "pag- council would take early action order- staff and accompanied by many govBul- a lunatic charged with a crime, could
16.
The
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Constantinople,
ernment oflicials and foreign diplomats
an" of the mesas. The book teems
garian peace delegates here today fin- be extradicted.
an election and there, was a reaapplauding the patriotic ardor of the ally surrendered to Turkish pressure
with descriptions of Santa Fe and the ing
isMr. Jerome, specially deputized
the
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younger element of the population and
wonderful skies, the panoramaB, and sonable expectation that
of Kirk Kilisseh
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city
ing of the civic observances at Chapul-- Thrace
"The governor I have described still
northmoved considerably
obtained as a matter of expedience.
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lived in the Old Palace," Baid the
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days
thor, "and
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Thaw's counsel as
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a 'Ben Hur' room. It is a great pleas- ot $6000 city sewer bonds to be held conclusion of the ceremonies, the be between Iniaila and Hagios
to
but he was unwilling to
the
go
and
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through
Old
party
ure to see this
of Adrianoplo, instead saying this,
northeast
on the dute of the next regular elec- presidential
press the matter after counsel for
streets, lined with holiday makers of as
to the Old Fonda and other spots
originally proposed at, Mldia.
tion for city officers.
Thaw had assured the court that the
showering confetti and flowers from
have mentioned in the book."
Under the plan as discussed a half windows and balconies to the national
application for the writ had been enHas Traveled Much.
pretirely regular.
Mr. Caldwel lhas traveled all over ot this amount, if the bonds are au- palace, where General Huerta
COMMERCE
CHAMBEROF
"What do yon propose to do then?"
the world. He has been in Egypt and thorized, will go for the trunk sewer pared to review the parade. A strikHe
insisted the judge.
feature of the parade was the
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Africa, as well as all over America.
will
an
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go
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Jerome hesitated.
MEETING TONIGHT
has written a number of articles nect the present city sewer system presence in line of upwards of fifteen
"The immediate question,'' continwhich have appeared in the leading with this trunk sewer, all of which hundred students in uniform and
life and
ued the court, "is whether the proceedwith the air of veterans.
marching
magazines, dealing with the
to
the whole
will he a direct heneflt
Since the last celebration of inde- A PROCRAM OF SURPASSING INTEREST ings shall go on or be suspended. It
scenes of foreign lauds. He says that
and a very proper purpose for
is the judgment of the court that a
have
day, many schools
pendence
to write well one must go to the city
which to issue bonds of the city. The been
under the military organiIS ASSURED AND NO BOOSTER FOR suspension would not menace the in
placed
"scene of action" and feel the "spell"
remaining $2000 will form a fund for zation.
terest of either side, and in view of
The enrolled students are
which influences hero or heroine.
SANTA FE CAN AFFORD TO BE ABSENT this and the fact that the government
the construction ot such additional dressed in uniforms of dark green
Studied Archaeology.
sewers as their need becomes ap- and wear round hats with cockades of
hesitates to proceed with the case unMr. Caldwell is a New Yorker by
of this matter is assured,
from time to time and the
The regular monthly meeting of the til the status
birth but, he was educated in England. parent will be converted back Into the varios colors to designate their
I suspend it. It is not. adjourned, but
Next to them in line were
schools.
wili
He is one of the heirs of the Bigelow money
commerce
as the stweis are built the cadets of the military schools, Santa Fe chamber of
suspended, and I suggest that either
estate, but declined a position manag-"1 city treasury,
S
and tapped, by funds realized from the many of who appeared scarcely able, occur tonight at the Old Palace at Liu-- notify me within six days when
and
write
study.
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estate
this
ing
are prepared to go on with it."
first became interested in the, south- tipping. This plan entirely des away for lack of years, to carry the rifles o'clock. A Dutch lunch will be served they
Thaw had his eyes riveted on the
west through archaeology," he confess- with any objrclicn on the ground of which they proudly bore.
which will cater to the tastes of all
court. His .lawyers were grinning. He
to Santa the money being used lo btneflt any
Probably not since the centeniary who come.
ed, as he discussed his trip
jwas remamjed back to the joint custo- Fe'. "I then realized what a fascinatt pecial street or locality for as fast, as parade in the final days of President
The program developed cannot butdv of sheriff Drew, of Cpos county,
what great cne sewer is built and pa'd for the Porfirio Diaz has there been seen at
ing place is Santa Fe, and
of be iteresting to the entire member-wharrested him after his recent
old days Santa Fe has seen under the funds will be available for use in the capital a larger number of men
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troduced; the 19 U summer tourist meanwhile.
for "gun running" from San Antonio matter will be considered.
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urged to come to this meeting and to district court before Judge Aldrich on'
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smugglers
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Barnes declined to reveal the iden- contribute their share
sorptive capacity of the market
Washington, D. C, Sept. 16 One of
a carriage conveyed Thaw, guards
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Dorothea Koch, Dorothy Linney, other city
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employes owe their lives
Gibson,
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McBride,
The men were working in a
ly after the general liBt had lost half fessor Sprague. He advocated a change
today.
El Margaret
in
house
customs
States
United
seLeathea Stevens. Flizabeth French,
that would make government bonds
manhole and were overcome by
a point or more all around .
Paso.
Yesterday, on removing am- Susie Norment, Lois Speake, Kathleen sewer
New York, Sept. 16. The market curity for those notes as they are now
James Conlon, a fourth worker,
to
gas.
from
seized
munition
smugglers,
lnccii lionw
Stocks were under for national bank currency. The genRolls, Helen Rapp, Kathryn Andrews, was taken from the manhole dead and
bill Fort Bliss from the basement of cus- Pauline
Ulfelder. Dorothy Fornoff, one of the three rescued may not live.
steady pressure in the closing hour, eral features of the administration
24110
of
absence
the
toms
house,
Conlon was first overcome when his
resulting in a pretty thorough obliter- Professor Sprague approved. newProper- rounds was discovered. Today, two Frances Wilson, Frances Mayes,
plan
Norma Fiske, Gladys three fellows went to his aid. one after
Mayes,
ation of the grains, except where ad ly managed, he said, the
were
discovered
more
rounds
thousand
of1
Whittier, Edna Rich, Mary Moore, another. Each was overcome when
vances had been exceptional. A few would remove most of the defects
to he missing.
Ruth Moore, TUelma Blandy, Ida vet he readied the bottom of the ladder,
ainikn were, distinctly weak, including the nrcsent svstem and provide for
Safe.
Families
deNyvenheim.
and the four lay unconscious in the
Interborough, Metropolitan preferred. emergencies and crop moving
Eagle Pass., Texas, Sept. 16. The
The afternoon was spent in gav slime when Cook and his men arrived.
Can and Consolidated Gas. Canadian mands.
Thomas
American,
of
families
Tyler.
frolics and games on the beautiful cO0 went down the dark opening with
Pacific and Reading sold 2 points be
jnnd Joseph Shone, Englishman, were grounds surrounding the Lodge, to the
wet sponge in his teeth. His first
low the top and Steel and Amalgam WOMEN MAY WIN
ranch.
at
Mariposa
IN HOLLAND (reported safe today
FRANCHISE
of music on the violin by Prof Pffrts failed, but he went back again
ated 1.
strains
bec-on
stranded
Mexico. They had
Bain.
The color scheme of gold and Bm fastejied a rope to one of the
a desert on western Coahuila while
The Hague, Netherlands, Sept. 16.
the favorite colors OT the little :00scj0us workers. Coming to the sur-n.tann.
failo.al
n.n
CUnn
.,,..1
MORE WARSHIPS LEAVE
There is every indication that women
hh.icv
"ere Dtc,iuiLuit,v uan ir.i
i;,re again, luuk pin u ua.b
JAPAN FOR CHINA. wll shortly be given the parliamentary ers in Monclova.
Nothing has been IIIiss.
tl i table dev iations. Mrs. l.t!:ney as and plunged down the manhole a third
heard from the prisoners.
franchise in Holland.
time.
For hours rows of chairs extending sisted Mrs. von Nyvenheim in
Tokio, Sept. 16. A flotilla of JapaIn the speech from the throne, dethe little girls with gcodios. The! when all of the workmen had been
was livered at the opening of the states the length of several city blocks along ing
nese torpedo boat destroyers
little celebarnt was the recipient of brought up. Cook climbed out and fell
despatched by the admiralty today to general today, the new Dutch cabinet Juarez avenue, were occupied by pa-- many handsome gifts.
unconscious as the bystanders cheered
reinforce the war vessels ordered to stated its intention of granting the tient women of the better class sitting
Jhim. His condition is serious.
of
the
start
umbrellas
under
waiting
women.
vote
to
Nanking yesterday.
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London, Sept. 10. A workman this
morning found on a sidewalk practically the entire pearl necklace, valued at $1150,000 which was stolen 0:1
July It! while in transit by mail from.
Paris to London.
The man was going to work in
Highbury, a northern district of London; when he noticed the pearls lying
on the sidewalk. Picking them he
He took
found there were
them to the nearest police station,
where they were at once recognized
as part of the famous necklace from
which only one pearl is now missing.
On September 2, five men, three
Englishmen and two Ausrraians, were
arrested when trying to dispose of
some or the pearls in London. They
are believed by the police to belong
to a notorious international gang of
thieves.
which was of- .A reward of $50,000
fered for the return of the jewels, will
probably go to the workman.
The necklace, said to be the most
valuable in the world, was in transit
between two dealers when stolen.
Rumor indicated that it was destined
tor Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt.
The workman who found the jewels
said that they were carelessly wrapped in a piece of tissue paper, which
he said, he first kicked.
The necklace was originally comgraduated pearls,
posed of sixty-on11.250
grains.
weighing altogether
The center pearl weighed over 47
grains. The string of pearls was fastened by a diamond snap of rare workmanship. The robbery of the necklace
from the registered mail was carried
out in a very clever manner. The
postal seals did not appear to have
heen disturbed in any way but when it
was opened, it was found to contain
v
only pieces of Frent'fl sugar.
Later tbday the package of pearls
found by the workman was taken by
him in company with a number of deat
tectives to police headquarters
Scotland Yard, where Max Mayer, the
diamond merchant who owns them,
was waiting and immediately identi.
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INDIANS TERRIFIED
SHARPSHOOTER
ALLEGED

ROOF

LUNATIC
OF
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STANDS ON
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FIRES
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SHOTS
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z

Aid-ric-

That there is a man standing on a
roof, rifle in one hand and a book in

the other, taking shots at passersby
and terrifying the people in and near
the pueblo of San Ildefonso, is the report brought by Arthur Seligman, who
has been on a motor trip to the pueblo.
"On the way to Buckman," said Mr.
Seligman, "I was warned by Indians
s
to stop my maand
chine and turn back because of this
sharpshooter, who appeared to be crazy from all accounts. I had two ladies
in the car besides the chauffeur, and I
did think it a bit risky.
"Stopping at a house, I was informed
by a man who gave his name as Florentine that the alleged lunatic had
taken two shots at him while he was
at work mowing with a team of horses.
Florentine said that he left the team in
the field and hiked home.
"The entire pueblo is alarmed, and
no one Beems desirous of encountering the man on the housetop. It is
said that the man who has spread the
terror is none other than Jose Ignace
Quintana. who was committed to the
state asylum for the insane some time
ago but who, is appears, has been discharged."
Mr. Seligman added that if is reported that there is a woman with
Quintana, but as far as can be
she is not on the warpath. The
alleged lunatic has taken four shots
at pasBersby, and those who start from
the pueblo for Buckman are warned
not to make the trip, owing to the fusillade of bullets which may greet
them.
The, incident recalls the proverb of
"Beware of the man of one book."
Notifies Sheriff.
Mr. Seligman notified Sheriff Clos-soof the man with the rifle and book,
and as soon as a warrant is sworn out,
it is said, the sheriff will go after the
sharpshooter.
Spanish-American-
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It will not pay you to wastn voni
time writing out your Iegil forms
when you get them already printed
at the New Mexican Printing Com-
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IN SUCH PAIN

True Rocky Ford
Cantaloupes
1

Crystal Butter, 2 lbs. 65c

PHONE 40.

PHONE 85 MAIN.

L

FACTORY WOOD
WED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

T- -

& S. F. Raflroad Depot.

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

Testifies She Was Restored
to Health by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
" Lydia

N. Y.,

Malone,

E.

rink-ham-

's

Vegetable Compound has cer
tainly acne mo b iui
of good. 1 first heard
of it when I was a
girl and I always said
that if I ever had female trouble I would
take it.
"I suffered from

tion and
spells when I would
be in such pain that
I would tear my
clothes. One day my husband got the
was
neighbors in to see what the matter first
but they could not help me. My
thought was for Lydia E. Pinkham's
husVegetable Compound and I sentI my
band out for it and took it until was entirely cured. I am a woman of perfect
health and my health and happiness
came from Lydia E. Pinkham's medicine. You may rest assured that I do
all I can to recommend your wonderful
medicine to my friends.- "- Mrs. Fred
STONE, Route No. 8, Malone, N. Y.
success of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
,
and herbs, is unparaneieu. 11.
women
confidence
by
used with perfect
wbo suffer from displacements,

irregularities,
bearing-dow- n
periodic pains, backache,
feeling,flatulency,indigestion,dizziness,
Lydia E. Pink-haor nervous proBtration.
's Vegetable Compound is the standard remedy for female ills.

m

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

P7l

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
the beautiful Peoot
Vailey.S,700 feetabove sea level,
sunshine every day. Ocea air
work throughout the entlreses-alon- .
Conditions lor physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In Amerloa. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates trom standard EastTen bulldlngi,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.
Located

&r

Regents

:

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

t For particulars

and Illustrated

eats-ogu-

address,

COLJAS. W.WILLSON, Supt.

enver&Rio Grands R.R.
FARE

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION

Santa Fe to Durango, Colorado,

s 13.15
ACCOUNT OF

COLORADO-NE-

FAIR AND INDIAN CARNIVAL
to 25,

21

Date of Sale, Sept.

U inclusive.

Return Limit, Sept. 29th.

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

IT WILL BE A GREAT

FAIR
STATE
THAT WILL BE HELD
AT

ALBUOUERO UE
OCTOBER

RESIGNED
THE SUCCESSOR
WAYS

AND

OPPOSED

TO

TAWNEY

LEAVES THE
HE

MEANS COMMITTEE
TO THE

IMPASSIONED

-MAKES

IS

CAUCUS

OLD

SPEECH

ercise of a limited amount of power.
A financier who wishes to control a
great corporation organizes a second
corporation or holding company to
hold the controlling interest in the
stock of the first. He then controls a
majority of the stock in the holding
he reduces the
company. Thus
amount of capital necessary to control the policy of the corporation from
f
of the aggregate capital of
or less
the corporation to
t? the stock is widely distributed. Under this benevolent scheme the minority stock holder has no real voice
in determining the policy of the cor;
poration. The real control is not vested in a majority of the capital of the
corporation but in a minority owned
by those who control a majority of the
stock of the holding company. It is
al' very simple and very effective."
(Tarrying out the analogy, Anderson
said: "The few men who desire to
ccntrol the policy of legislation In the
house, organize the members of the
majority party into a holding company, the caucus. Under a rule, written or unwritten, a majority vote of
the holding company the caucus-bi- nds
the whole membership of the
caucus to vote as a unit in the house.
Thus a minority of the membership
of the house controls the legislative
policy of the whole house in the actual
making of legislation, and renders ineffective the service, industry and
ability of the minority. It is all very
simple and very effective."
After showing that members from
fourteen southern states hold every
important chairmanship of committee
except one in the house, and
cussing the power of a chairman to
prevent or defeat legislation, Ander-

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
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j
nunurea Democrats wnose neviiuimi
or other interests were the same could
absolutely control legislation in the
house. He said that if a business con
cern exhibited the same reluctance to
establish new and modern methods ol
the conduct of business as the hous1;
of representatives does, it would bu
forced out of business in no time.
"Do the people of the country won
der why the great economic problems
involved in the adjustment of the relations between labor and capital, pro
duction and consumption, the enlarge
ment of the scope of our institutions,
remain unsolved and the demand 01
the people for popular government remain ungranted?" he asked. "Som
day the people will come to understand that the methods of legislation
must themselves be reformed befor:
they can yield reform."

Adenoids are a Menace to Children
By Gilson Gardner.)
Adenoids result from a succession of
Washington, D. C, Sept 16. The
in babies and young children
colds
about
Representative
important thing
hey spoil the mental and physical
Sydney Anderson's spectacular resig- life
of a child. The condition that
nation from the house ways and causes
them may easily be avoided by
means committee is its sincerity. Ancareful parents. Quickly and thorderson, the fighting young Progressive
oughly cure all colds and throat irriRepublican who wrested the first Min- tations by the use of Foley's Honey
nesota district from James A. Tawney, and Tar
Compound, and adenoids will
has resigned from the ways and means not
develop. The Capital Pharmacy.
committee of the house because be
would not longer be guilty of fraud upon his constituency and the public.
JUST LAUGHS AT
No one who heard the impassioned
IA BARBER'S BILL
speech which accompanied his resigaction
his
that
could
conclude
nation
8 had anything of partisanship in it. Philadelphia, Sept. 16. Short on
His attack was upon the caucus sys- cash, but long on "nerve," Harry
tem as a system not upon its man- Smith, Jr., a young man badly in need
agement by the Democrats. He show- of a shave, walked into a barber shop
ed conclusively that the system itself ol A. G. Derriskson, at I!7 North
U but a continuation of the thing Thirteenth street.
which was called Cannonism and
Smith knew ho could not pay for
vhlch the country has believed was the shave, so he reasoned that, inkilled for ever. Anderson explained asmuch as he would be arested in any
this when he said. "The caucus sys- event, he might as well have a hairtem is new only in form. In effect it cut, a massage, a shampoo, a singe
bas been in use for many years. The and a face bath with toilet water.
Smith went from top to bottom on
questions which it presents are not
political. I disclaim any partisan pur- the barber's extra .list. Finally the
pose in discussing them at this time. barber handed Smith a bill for $1.25.
"Under this system," he continued, Smith looked at the bill and then lookcongres- ed at the barber. Both smiled. Smith
"one hundred and forty-onsional districts are wholly unrepre- then giggled. Just to be agreeable,
sented. Nine states, Idaho, Nevada, the barber did likewise.
"Haven't got a cent; dead broke,"
North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota,
The
Utah. Vermont, Washington and Wyo said Smith. Again he smiled.
happenming are totally deprived of any par- barber frowned. Then, there
would hap
ticipation in the making of legislation ed just what Smith figured
was arrested.
vitally affecting their Interests, for pen Smith
Smith told his story to Magistrate
these states send no Democrats to
court
the house and consequently are not Gorman in the city hall policeover
to
him
represented in the legislative annex The magistrate turned
where legislation is really made. Prison Agent Poolev.
Eighteen other states are partially unEVERYONE WANTS TO
represented.
MARRY LONE FARMER.
"No one would claim that a man's
Edmonton, Alta., Sept. 16. Jos
right to a trial by jury was preserved
if the jury impaneled were already Schwartz, a wealthy farmer of Alberta,
bound to return a verdict against him. is being fairly smothered with love letYet this is the exact situation in the ters. Receiving his mail in a wheelhouse. It may be claimed that no ac- barrow, .he needs the assistance of
tion of a caucus can bind the vote of a bookkeeper to tabulate it. Women
a member on the floor of the house. from all over the world, of all colors,
Doubtless this is theoretically true, white black, green yellow, in all
but every man who has felt the sting states, and conditions and professions,
of the party lash and the prick of the insane and otherwise, have sent to
askorganization spur knows that actually kens of affection to him. Schwartz
ed the chief of police of Edmonton to
if. is not true.
"The use of the caucus system may find him a wife, hence the trouble.
be justified by some on the ground of
its good purpose and of its occasional CLEANSES YOUR HAlfl
MAKES IT BEAUTIFUL
good results. I will deny that some
good things have been done under the
caucus system. The bills passed by It Becomes Thick, Wavy, Lustrous and
All Dandruff Disappears Hair
that unofficial body have contained
Stops Coming Out.
things for which I would be glad to
vote. Yet the same reasoning which
Surely try a "Danderine Hair
now attempts to justify
a caucus Cleanse" if you wish to immediately
I cannot double the beauty of your hair. Just
would justify a despotism.
believe in a despotism because I know moisten a cloth with Danderine and
that riesnotB have done some good in draw It carefully through your hair.
the world. Nor does the right of rep- taking one small strand a a 11:irv this
resentation seem less precious be- will cleanse the hair of dust, dirt or
cause it is denied by this benevolent any excessive oil in a few minutes
you will be amazed. Your hair will be
beast, the caucus."
The Minnesota congressman then wavy, fluffy and abundant and possess
showed how the caucus holds the an incomparable softness, lustre and
same place in legislation that the luxuriance.
Besides beautifying the hair, one apholding company does in high finance.
"The Holding Company," said he, plication of Danderine dissolves every
"enables a few men to control the particle of dandruff; invigorates the
and falling
policy of great corporations by the In- scalp, stopping itching
vestment of a small amount of capital. hair.
Danderine is to the hair what fresh
1 he caucus enables a few men to conof rain and sunshine are to
showers
trol the policy of legislation by the exvegetation. It goes right to the roots,
invigorates and strengthens them. Its
exhilerating, stimulating and
CHICHESTER II IXPILLS
properties cause the hair to
AND.
A
crow long, strong and beautiful.
A
!7tUN
four DfnscliM. ft A
You can surely have pretty, soft,
lUUJWv IMIIb in It. tnd (.old miiltc Va?
TVi.J
tniml with Ulria Rilihnn. Y
lustrous hair, and lots of it, if yon will
just get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
IHAJHOM) ltI(,M
fhr
Danderine from any drug store or toilet counter and try it as directed.
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Bad Indication
Dangerous Fallacy that they
are Healthy Stop
them.

re50l,ve:d

WE STAND BEHIND
OUR. GOODS AND WE
M AKE GOOD ON EVERY

GOODS

R.

DEAL-OU-

CooD'itL Took

MAKE:

get that

Care to
KIND

(YouCtawly;

The appearance of bolls leads many
7.ople lo consider them a slKn of robust constitution. They are more apt
Htirnify a condition of sick blood,
snug-giscirculation and a morbid con
, lion of the
body. Use S. 8. S. for tha
til

nod.

rt has the peculiar action of soaking"
rough the intestines directly into tha
d. In a few minutes its influence is
at work ili every artery, vein and tiny
en ,)illary.
Every membrane, every or-- of
the body, every emunctory
in effect a filter to strain the
t! dd of impurities. The stimulating
in.pertles of S. S. S. compel the toskin,
all
livt
bowels, kidneys, bladder
woi k to the one end of casting out
every irritating, every
atom of poison; it dislodges by irrigation all accumulations in the joints,
causes acid accretions to dissolve, ren
ders them neutral and scatters those
peculiar formations in the skin that
cause boils and other skin eruptions.
And best of all, this remarkable remedy is welcome to the weakest stomach,
You can get S. S. 8. at any drug store.
lieware of any effort to sell you something claimed to be "just as good." If
yours is a peculiar case and you desire
expert advice, write to the Swift Spe-- ;
cilic Co., 185 Swift Bids., Atlanta, Ga.
,1.

I

WMemores

11 ShoePolishes

FINEST QUALITY

LARCEST VARIETY

WHAT MORE CAN A HARDWARE MERCHANT DO THAN TO MAKE
WE
GOOD? MAKE GOOD ON HIS STATEMENTS ABOUT HIS STOCK.
ARE PREPARED TO SHOW THAT WE CAN MAKE GOOD. WE KNOW
WHAT TO BUY FOR YOU AND WHERE TO BUT IT. WE HAVE THE
BEST HARDWARE THAT CAN BE SECURED AND WE KNOW THAT WE
ARE OFFERING IT AT FAIR, SQUARE PRICES. WE ARE PREPARED
TO MAKE GOOD ON EVERY SALE, BECAUSE OUR HARDWARE IS THE
RELIABLE KIND. WE WILL SATISFY YOU; TRY US.

PHONE

PHONE

IT."

WE HAVE

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

14.

COMPANY.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

14.

1

LIG H
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most Important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this lljtlrt? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Qood light
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to b

IN

"GILT EDGE" the only ladles' shoe dresBinR that
positively contains Oil. Blacks and i'oliptie IiuUkh'
and children's hoots and shoes, shines without rubbing, inc. "FRENCH GLOSS." 10c.
"DANDY" combination for cleaning and polishing
all kinds of ruasct or tan shoe. 25c. "STAR" size, inc.
"QUICK WHITE" (in liquid form with snonee)
whitens dirty canvas pboc.
"ALBO" cleans and whilens BUCK, KVBUCK.
StltDE. and CANVAS SHOES. In round white cakes
packed in zinc lioxoa, with sponire. Hc. In handsome, large aluminum tioxes, with spouse, 25c.
not keep In- kind you want, nend tin
do,If your
tut price in nttimiw for full RlzR imckuue. ciiarifes
WHtTTEMORE BROS, ft CO.,

Albany Street,

20-2- 6

desired.

ow:ER

Cambridge, Mass.

The Oldest a(f lamest Afanttfttctttrers
Shoe Polislus in the World.

$100 Reward, $100.

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure U
the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being
a constitutional disease, requires a
Hall's
treatment.
constitutional
Catarrh Cure is taken lntenally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
and giving the patient
disease,
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietros have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for list
of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

IS QUITE

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

SIM

OW

For quick results,

ST FARES

Tft DAETPPN POINTS VIA

little WANT."

New Mexico

Central and

SANTA FE TO CL0U0CR0FT,

The
A.

SO

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
'
Iron ready to use, your toasted
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
washer
the
for
your
um cleaner ready
fray,
cool the heatready to cleanse, fan ready to
ed rooms.
Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
full inforday and night' Estimates and
mation cheeerfully given.

T., & S. F. R'Y

Best

TIME TABLE

El
H.

Paso

H,

AMD

&

Southwestern.

RETURN,

J12.10.

jgJEast
rtor
'

West

To Effective January 1st, 1913.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10
P--

For Rate and Full Information Call On or Address
FE.
L. H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA
G.
Pass.
FOX,
Agt.,
E.P..'&a.,tLrA3U,ic.A.
EUGENE
cr

No. 3 carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific

Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p, m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and Vecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive 8anta Fe 6:05 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbeund car
rylng El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 1:35 p.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Busies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of

Telephone 9 W

104 DON GASPER ST.

m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:30
a. m.

MIIIi6AN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS

j
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CAPITAL COAL YARD
SOal AND ETAI WOOti
Montezuma Avenue, near A.,
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The Man Who Put the
E E a In F E E T
Pic.
Look for This Trade-Martureon Hie Ibelwheo buying

woman

who is suffering from the ills
peculiar to her sex, should not rest
until she has given this famous remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable
Compound a trial.

QUAINT CUSTOMS

OF THE WORL D QUEEN PEOPLE

of LITTLE JAP BOYS ARE TAUGHT TO SUFFER PAIN WITHOUT FLYN- On the faraway fairy island
CHING
LIKE THE BRAVE CARP.
Japan, the most cherished things in
life are the children; everything is
Out-dEvery Woman
made to revolve about tliem ami many
15 Interestea ana
snoaia
OXiiv'
ueer customs and usages have grown
know bout the wonderful
5Svti2iVii
(
ATLANTIC
FROM
WOMEN
TO
v
up in this connection.
Marvel
'wsr"
PACIFIC.
The bin li of a child, whether male
"
Douche
RESOURCES.
From all sections of this great
or female, is attended with great recountry, no city so large, no village
joicing. Relations and friends hasten
AskyourdruRrelstfor so small but that some woman has
JGfftffiL to the house with gifts of felicitation
(By Edwin J. Dingle.)
H. Ithe cannot supP5i
IriflrtSr
rT'
written words of thanks for health
China, Sept. 11. It is re-- i as soon as the birth of a child is anF
WIS
ply the MARVEL,
Ml
Shanghai,
Xtf
but
accept no other,
Jlb.
"3i
restored to the Lydia E. Pinkham
ported that the Japanese have secured nounced. Eggs, fruit of the season,
send stamp for book.
8 '
vJtWM
"
Medicine Co.. of l.ynn. .Mass.
exclusive concessions In mine all the cakes and a dried fish and welcome
Any
Marvel C.. 44 E. 23d St.. K.T.
V,
coal in the great coal provinces of luigths of crape, silk, or cotton for the
China.
baby's clothes are presented. On ac-- ,
If this turns out to be true, it will count of the law of primogeniture and
make the Japanese (he greatest coal ancestor worship, which teaches that
is a man's first duty is to raise up an
China
producers in the world.
known to be a country where huge heir to his ancestors to carry on the
tracts of coal have been going to family name, the greatest importance
waste for centuries. In some parts of hp attached to the birth of sons.
f
China you go for scores of miles and
Friends present inflated kites made
all territory that you pass through in the shape of paper-carto the new- .
could be turned into vast coal fields.
"so that it often
The Illustration to this article shows happens that from a single house
a type of coal mine in Yunnan, the proudly float a dozen or more festival Japanese Boys Fencing One of the R
x'
equipments of the Yellow Peril.
InsSesd of
I
TJ. !.
,
backward province of China. I snap- fish. In Japan the carp is the symbol
j J
'
I
out
wilds
in
W
w
in
the
the
the
far
is
world.
It
indomitable
the
f
and
also
of
ped
picture
samurai, he learns the art of
g
energy, courage
4.
ot that province, among a people call- resolution.
fish, for when placed on the ling of fencing, of fighting. He Is
It is known to work its
8 &
4Bf3 1
ed the Hua Miao, one of the many way up a stream, and to perform (he cutting board under the knife it never taught that SOME
day Japan may
tribes found in that re- wonderful feat, of leaping up water- moves, but resigns itself with quiet wage a war for the supremacy of the
in
hole
mere
the
is
It
a
to
found
and
the
learns
ground, falls, being sometimes
gion.
death,
boy
entire globe and then trained muscles
entangled dignity
sloping back gently for thirty yards or in the branches of shruhsj and trees that the same stoicism is required of will be required of her dauntless sons!
MISS RUTH RISDON.
B
WIS
fashion.
in
the
crudest
him.
so, propped up
Our next "World Custom" will tell
growing on the bank. So tho father
Berkeley, Cal., Sept. 15. Tho bud
In many places in Yunnan the peo-p- , and mother hope that the little son
His whole youth becomes a train-- ; of the beautiful Nautch girls of Cev.
ding young medicos of the west have p
coal
their
of
for
need
1th
for
in
when
his companions Ion.
will surmount all difficulties and rise i Ing
bravery.
been shown up, And a woman did i homes, go to the hillside and dig it
Do you realize what this means to you and those dependMiss Ruth Jtisdou, tlaughtor of Dr. from the surface.
a
it
of
is
Mostly
ing on you?
H T. Risdon. a local physician, was
soft
and everywhere abund
Don't be satisfied with a small salary all your life do as
awarded a higher grade in the exami- ant. quality
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MIL'
nation for physicians una surgeons d
thousands have done; let the International Correspondence
In places where Chinese have
JUDGE FREED HIM
the state board of examiners than any
Schools show you how your pay can be increased. It matters
to mine it on a business scale the
of her classmates and ranked second
IN
BIRD
PLAT.
SPIRII
New York, Sept. 1C
output of a mine may be sixty tons!
not where you are, in the factory or in the shop, in the mine
A man from
highest in the state in this year's crop per day, with a laboring gang of 120
Iceland, the first Icelandic drunk on
or in the mill, in the office or store, the I. C. S. can and will
of young doctors. Her standing was men or so.
record in Brooklyn, was before Maeis- increase your earning capacity.
f)3.3 per cent.
The men work in two shifts of
trate Nash. He proved to be Adam
At present she is acting as interne twelve hours
The I.C. S. imparts to you just the knowledge needed to
per day of twenty-four- ;
Barkley.
ac the University hospital in San their
advance you in your present position or to an occupation
rice, practically nothing with it.
"I found him.' 'said a policeman.
in
Berkewill
but
practice
Francisco,
a day
times
to
is
three
carried
them
more to your likingf.
"on
the street at 11 o'clock last night
finis
as
soon
her
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interneship
ley
land is supplied by the miner: their
without a hat, very drunk and unabla
is
A
an
dollar
if
hour
not
of
vour
out
will
vou
her
de
let
oniv
received
Miss
reach,
Risdon
ished,
1
to tell his name or his address."
pay is about 150 cash (say eight cents
help you. It will cost you nothing to ask us HOW? Simgree of bachelor of science in 1911. gold) a day, and they are given one
"Guilty or not gilty?" asked the
in
as
assistant
acted
she
a
For
year
ply send us the coupon below and it will bring; to
day of rest In ten.
magistrate.
medical
in
the
and
histology
anatomy
Each worker is bound to carry a cer"fluess I was drunk," said the pris
your aid all the resources of that ijreat institution,
school on the campus.
tain quantity of coal a day, and one
oner. "Yes, I was.
the I. C. S., an establishment backed by a capital
modhonors
her
Risdon
takes
Miss
I inspected in Szechuen
which
mine
"Where were you born?" the magisof six million dollars and founded and mainestly. "Why, I didn't want to outdo showed that for each ton of coal mined
trate queried.
tained for the benefit of poorly paid men and
unybody," she said, "I didn't expect to the owner of the mine had to pay in
"Iceland," was the reply.
make such a high mark."
women. If you want your pay increased, ssy
United States currency not more than
"Iceland!" repeated the magistrate.
so- -at
once.
cents.
thirty
"My, you
long way from home.
Under such conditions the JapanYou are a novelty. You look reasonGet rid of the torment of rheumatism
find
latcrealioaal
would
scoots
Correspondence
I
ably respectable, so I'll suspend
That you can do by ridding yourself ese or any other foreigner,
Box 888, Scranlon, Pa.
this time."
of the cause. Weak and inactive kid- coal mining a highly remunerative
witbour IucCht flisr'tlien ot
PJcisi
explain,
comMall the
The man from Iceland promised to
neys allow uric acid poisons to remain business in places where river
ti X.
behave.
In the blood and
rheumatic pains, munication is good.
iHla-4!1
Coupon I Automobile nr.Itunttins I'.ifcfifal Wirrmnn
ffical Kfiirfnt'tT
swollen and aching joints follow. Take
ins
Pouliry
Drtil
ismnn
Bookkeeper
Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate
Mcvhunical Hiiinuer
StenographerMnn
Foley Kidney Pills to ease you of the "CASCARETS" ALWAYS
Advrrtisi.:ii
Kxpfrc
cases of kidney and bladder trouble,
YOU UP
STRAIGHTEN
and torment. They will positivepain
.Stnlir.iiury Fninurr
Writing
'f oi'iL' Manij(iiCtjriag
Window Tritnriimc
and lumbago, because
rheumatism
ly and permanently build up the kidCivil ICnitu it'iT
Ccmmorcial llluhtnit.
Imluntrial Di'Stituing
ninldini; Contractor
they remove the cause. You can not
neys, restore their normal action and If Costive, Headachy, Bilious, Stomach
Arthitcctural Dr;iits.
Architect
take this honest curative medicine
Conitnict'n
Spanish
Chemist
Sour, Breath Bad Clean Your
keep the uric acid crystals out of the
riimbinu, Slruni fiit'tf
Lancuaps J German
into your system without getting the
Mine Ktrr'nati
lood and body. Try them. The
Liver and Bowels.
Hanking
Ualicn
Mini'
Superintendent
Civil
right results. Try them. The Capital
Pharmacy.
box now.
Pharmacy.
Cet a
You men and women who can't get
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
who have headache,
Urorking for you, for Santa Fe and feeling right
INTERESTING
coated tongue, foul taste and foul
the new state.
breath, dizziness, can't sleep, are
bilious, nervous and upset, bothered
PERSONALITIES
with a sick, gassy, disordered stomach,
or have headache and feel worn out.
Are you keeping your bowels clean
Miss Eleanor Wilson, as "Ornis," the Bird Spirit; Percy Mackaye, as
with Cascarets. or merely forcing a
passageway every' few days with salts, "Adwin, the Poet," and (at right) Ernest Harold Baynes as "Shy," the Nat- X
uralist.
cathartic pills or castor oil?
Cascarets work while you sleep;
Baynes, the naturalist, soon, by artists
(Special Correspondence.)
X
cleanse the stomach, remove the sour.
Meriden, N". H., Sept. 16. There is and writers, as a protest against the
undigested, fermenting food and foul new
dressmaking activity at Harlaken-- provision in the tariff bill which per-gases; take the excess bile from the
mits the importation of bird plumes.
lliver and carry out of the system all den house, the summer "Capitol."
It iB on a new "Chanticleer" costume
The costumes have been designed by
matter
waste
and
constipated
jthe
which Miss Eleanor Wilson, the presi- Kenyon Cox, the artist, and they will
poison in the bowels.
will wear in her char- be fashioned by the society and artist
A Cascaret tonight
will straighten dent's daughter,
box acter of Ornis, the Bird Spirit, in Percy folk, who are preparing the unique
you out bv morning a
to be protest against the wanton slaughter
from any drug store will keep your Mackaye's masque, "Sanctuary,"
given on the estate of Harold Ernest of birds.
stomach sweet; liver and bowels
and head clear for months. Tion't
1
forget the children. They love Casca- rests because they taste good never
gripe or sicken.
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The Antiseptic Powder for Ten.
der. Aching Feet. Sold even'- where. JSc. Sample l'RER. Address.
ALLEN S. OLMSTED. Le Koy. N. V.
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WIDE AWAKE JAPS MAY
GRAB CHINESE COAL
BUDDING MEDICOS
FIELDS, WORTH UNTOLD MILLIONS JUST
BECAUSE CHINA REDidn't Want to
Anybody."
TO DEVELOP
Says Girl Medical Student, Who
FUSES
Led Her Class.
HER OWN NATIONAL

GIRL BEATS
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must its solid and substantial work for the wel
people prosper and since both are fare of Santa Fe. When you are told
each upon the these things, you who read this, as
'Flemington, .V. J., Sept. fi. Thin-jne- wholly dependent,
it necessarily follows that you may be, just stop a moment to j
by five weeks illness, from which other,
welfare of a city analyze the motive of the man who
ihe has not fully recovered, and with whatever affects the
to the people of that makes this sort of talk.
his right leg, which probably will have must certainly be
Has he had to forgo some little
to be amputated, swathed in bandages, city, "everybody's business."
The adage that "Everybody's bus scheme? Has the work of the chain- Harry Sparks, 12 years old, of Cadem,
In years past the voice of T'Mac"
,'formerly a pupil at Fairvlew Training iness Is nobody's business" does not ber nut him or his interests to some
School at Frenchtown, appeared be- - hold good In the instance of our city added but perfectly legitimate ex- - has perhaps done as much toward
Pnrn a wrnnH inrv Inilav nnd tnM nf tllo ot Santa Fe because in the Santa Fe pense whereby the people of Santa making the California state fair one
treatment he is alleged to have receiv- chamber of commerce our city has an Fc have been benefited? Does he want of the greatest shows in the west,
Who's Mac? Why, he's J. U
organization that makes it its busi- something that he ought not to have
ed at the school.
that the chamher knows he ought Carthy, than whom there is no better
His condition recently led to the ar- ness to watch out for the general welhorse judge and starter In the world.
rest of Henry O. Klght, Superintend fare of all the people or santa re; not to have?
And his voice! Say it'B a wonder.
ent of the Training School, formerly in other words, its business is every-Hm fae bp(m
)n someth)nR
Many persons who don't know "Mac."
an official of the Cadem Y. M. C. A. body s business.
H)at ookg g00(J for him but had for
voice.
It's
at the instance of the boy's father,
But because the business of the Santa Fe? Has he been pried out of by name, know him by
said that when he was starting horses
and his prosecution by the county au chamber of commerce is "everybody's Bome rut tnat ie wants t0 Eet mc
he could call 'em back without using
thorities.
business" every man, woman and hjto?
a flag or megaphone.
In weak tones the lad told how short child in Santa Fe is personally inter- Just vou think a iutle and , mignty
Well, the big guns of the California
ly after his father had taken him to ested in it and vitally concerned in its near every case unless you have hap- State Agricultural society learned
the Institulon he had been accused of success; this they may not at tnis pened to catch the habitual
grouch that "Mac" has a cold.
So rather
shaking apples from a tree. Kight, time recognize but it is a fact. If the and we should all be thankful that than take chances on
losing him they
he said, sent, another boy for a horse- chamber is fully supported in its Santa Fe has
such
few
yoa made him secretary.
And then his
mighty
whip and when he obtained It. Kight work; if it is built up, continued and will find a
"nigger in the wood pile" pipes got stronger than ever.
struck him across the back repeatedly. its work enlarged; every person in and
to
won't have
look very long
Now whenever he wants to convey
When he fell to the ground from Santa Fe must be directly benefited. or you hard to
discover him.
very
messages to even remote points on
severe lashing, yelling lor mercy, For better water, better
better
ieonle of Santa Fe vou need the the grounds, he just goes to the back
light,
Knight kicked him twice, once at phones, better railroad service, better chamber of commerce; the
door of the executive offices and holonly
the base of the spine and again on the
archibetter roads, better
lers.
political, non partisan,
knee.
tocture, more visitor, better schools, Impersonal and Impartial organization
That's all.
The boy is partially paralyzed and better
bet-n your city.
business, better sanitation,
his condition is said to be the result ter
You need it now and you will need
advertising, better everything, are
of treatment at the school.
benefits in which all must share.
t more in the times to come.
In working to secure all these betMembers of the chamber stay with
Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble terments
the chamber has doubtless the game. Don't be quitters. The sufNo man with a family to support
infer the fight the harder you should
can afford to have kidney trouble, nor "stepped on somebody's toes" and
need fear it wlfh such a remedy at terfered with somebody's pet plans. work.
Men of Santa Fe who think that the
hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An lion And, like every other instrumentality
suffering from Ecezema,
If vou are
nr finv other kinU of skill
est medicine, 'safe and reliable, costing working with betterment of conditions chamber interferes with you and your
in
as
and
the
end
our store for instant
the
Into
desires
come into the chamber your- trouble, drop
things
view,
iitfl - hut rtniiiff much pond
.
. Fnlov Kid-We will guarantee you to stop
to selves and fight it out in the open. If relief.
that itch in two seconds,
ney Pills eliminate backache and rheu chamber has been and is subjected
We ha
soM other remedies for skin
matism, tone up the system and re- attacks; insidious and underhanded ycur desires are right and have merit
wu.u , cu...- rouuies, out iiuiiuas umi waa mua
store normal action of kidneys and many times but dangerous to Santa you will find that you will gain added mena
wasn wi
as hitfuiy
mis,
Its
and
all
and a few
Ft
people none the less.
strength from the chamber; If they Oil of Wintergreen Thymol
bladder. The Capital Pharmacy.
have
wroueht
that
insreilienls
other
People are being told that the are shady and questionable you know such wonderful cures all over the coun- r5"money they pay into the chamber of that they cannot win In the long run
POACHERS SLAUGHTER
This compound Is known as V.D.U.
E LEPHANTS ON SEA commerce is being dissipated and and you yourselves ought not to want
for Eczema ami it will cool
Prescription
and heal the itchy, burning skin as
Ios Angeles, Cal.. Sept 16. On Gua- wasted and spent to no purpose; that them to win.
can.
else
And to one and all remember that nothing
dalupe, a small island off the coast the effort they put forth Is being wastA i..c trial Lottie Will prove It.
of Lower California, lived a herd of ed; that most of the members are "(here is no excellence without great
Of course all other drusglsts have
I'i escriitlon go to them if you
nearly 200 sea elephants that are near- "hot air merchants" and that its meet-irg- s lrbor:" that "Rome was not built in TranP.D.
t come to us iiut don't accept some
are mere "talk fests."
a day" and above all that results from
substitute.
ly extinct. Now there are but 16. A
But if you coir.e to our store, we are
Of course, every one, even the. men any work done may not become imfederal investigation is under way tryof what P. UP. will do for you
certain
fo
ing to determine who is responsible who are saying these things, know mediately apparent but that no effort that we offer you a full size bottle on
if yo. do not And t hat
for the loss and smuggling of hides they are not true; knows that the U ever entirely wasted and that the this guarantee: the
itch AT ONJi it
It takes away
Into the United States.
i chamber has done and Is doing real. results are there.
wosts you not a cent.
As the city prospers

so

j
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October 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, II, 1913. f
An immense display of Farm Products, Horses, Mules, Cattle,
Sheep, Swine, Poultry and Pet Stock, Vegetables, Fruits,
Grains and Grasses, Farm Machinery. Wagons, Au
tomobiles, Carriages, Buggies, Merchants' Dis
plays, Musical Instruments, Flowers, Fancy
Work, Pictures and Household Articles.
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Spirited Speed Contests, Base
ball Every Day, Automobile and Motor- -

j
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cycle Races, Carnival and Confetti
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Write for Premium List to

rRANK A. STORTZ, Mgr.,!
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

Your Druggist
Stops That Itch

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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WHAT HAPPENED

WHEN

GOLD

AS

HEADS

PRODUCER

THE ONLY LIUING SAILOR LAD WHO HELPED
US WIN THE CUP WE'UE KEPT EUER
SINCE TELLS ABOUT GREAT RACE

67 YEARS AGO.

JIM CORBETT'S PROTEGE

!DACCDAf f

HIT THE

&

SLIDE IN A BOUT WITH NAVY CHAMPION.
PETROSKEY AND BOB McALLISTER, CORBETT'S PROTEGE,
DRAW
SNAPPED IN ACTION DURING THEIR RECENT
CONTEST AT SAN FRANCISCO.

Standing of the Clubs.

SAILOR
'

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 191S.

National League.

LEADS ALL IN 1912

Sheridan's head back with a short
right and crossed a hard left hook to
the jaw, putting the Irishman down
for the count of nine. Sheridan arose
and made an effort to continue, but
Hagey stopped the bout as it was apparent Sheridan could not continue.

RADO

PRODUCTION,

COLO-

THIRD

PRO-

SECOND, ALASKA

DUCTION OF GOLD DECREASES; SILVER
INCREASES

Washington, I). C, Sept. 16. Production of gold in the United States
.677
44
92
during 1912 amounted to $93,451,500, a
0
.til:!
79
decrease of $3,438,500 as compared
Philadelphia .
60
78
.rCj
with the previous year, and the low- Chicago
"
.529
7S
est American production since 1907.
Pittsburgh .
.
75
58
The output of silver was 63,766,800
Brooklyn . .
AM
75
58
Boston
San
Francisco.
Calif., Sept. 16. Evi- fine ounces, valued at $39,197,500, an
.419
82
59
Cincinnati
dence purporting to show that Marsha increase of $3,367,400, over 1911, the
48
In the state of
Louis
Warrington had not been subpoenaed Teat est gain being
jSt.
rtah.
as a witness in the
The figures were made public today
American League.
cases when Xellie Barton, of Sacra
Won Lost Pet.
Club
on March 22. in a joint statement by the mint
her
with
talked
mento,
.647
4X
8S
iphilmlplnhin
and that therefore anything Maury I. bureau and the geological survey. The
.5S3
5.8
SI
Cleveland
or Charles H. Harris might have d "crease was caused because of Ne
Diggs
r
78
.r9 instructed
Washington ..
Miss Barton to tell Miss vada s output lost $4,521,200, as com.52::
04
70
Boston
could not be construed as pared with 1911.
Warrington
.514
(iS
72
George E. Uoberts, director of the
Chicago
.4,11
78
59
in the closing hours of u hit, said today that while the output
Detroit,,
Urodueed
today
.3i9
89
52
of old had decreased in the United
St. Louis
trial.
'0(.(. the
4
So
N"ew York
Harris was Again on the stand to- States and Australia there was sufficient increase in South Africa to
day, and his wife also testified in his
American Association.
defense. Harris swore he did not make the world's production of gold
Pet
Lost
Won
Clubhad called Miss Bar- for 1912 greater than in 1911. Statis.59:1 know why Diggs
61
on the
Milwaukee
and that he did nol tics are not yet available
.591 ton to his office,
fiS
01
world's production.
beMinneapolis
Kfi
711 know what conversation passed
ss
California led the states in gold proColumbus
tween them.
70
80
Louisville
Theodore Roche for the government, duction, putting out $20,008,000; Colo8M
465
came second, with $18,741,200
jSt. Paul
began his statement of the case with rado
87
6
co'nceded fact1' and Alaska third with $17,198,600.
Kansas City
the
assertion
that
91.
40:)an
fi1
'in the case were sufficient to convict
Indianapoilis
307
91
G0
Toledo
iThe defense wiU conclude its argn 100,000 IRISH VOLUNTEER
TO PROTECT HOME RULE.
ments today.
Western League.
Belfast, Ireland, Sept. 16 Sir EdWon Lost Pet.
Club
ward Carson, leader of the Irish union.628
55
OPERATED
MINES
landed in Ireland today. The obBj!
ists,
jnenver
.557
66
s;!
of his visit, it was said, was to
Des Moines
ject
IN
CALUMET
AT
to .sr,
0
Lincoln
inspect a volunteer army which is be- CAPTAIX THOMAS LASHM'AR, WHO TELLS OP THE GREAT RACE
.503
.74
STRIKE
OF
SPITE
ing raised in Ulster to support the
St Joseph
HE SAILED IN" 1851.
.48-77
Omaha
provisional government which is to be
.473
78
"n
G.
WILLIAM
SHEPHERD.
in
eastward, under a w ind from the west.
case the
By
Topeka
Calumet, Mich., Sept. 16. Daily cop- brought into existencelaw.
.433
85
65
"From the very start the America
home
rule
becomes
Sioux City
mines
from
the
(Special Correspondence.)
.389 per rock shipments
91
r,s
to pass other boats, and soon
is said to be thorThe
Ulster
began
Wichita
army
strike
under
district operating
The there were only four boats ahead of
Cowles, Isle of Wight? Sept. 16
to
attainand
have
Thi-ioughly
organized
tons.
now
total 5,190
conditions
of tlv ed a strength of about 100,000 men. America cup, for which Sir Thomas her, the Beatrice, the Aurora, the
a little better than
and the Arrow.
normal production. The Calumet and This number its leader expects to- Lipton intends to make another race
com- hl 1914 ia 62
"Dick Brown, the sailing master of
years old, and during its
Heda is mining the greatest amount, oouoie wnen recruiting lias ueen
American League.
nf pieieu.
existence it has spent every minute the America, had put in a jibboom, but
3,580 tons, or better than
Chicago at Washington.
it was in his way. His boat, too, was
mines
op
Other
normal
its
output.
in America.
York.
New
Detroit at
BASEBALL COMMISSION
so long that he was afraid to hug the
are
the
scale
a
on
smaller
Boston.
erating
St. Louis at
There's a man alive today, and I've shore, as the other boats did. He was
COMPLETES
ANNUAL DRAFT
Quincy. Isle Tioyale,
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
I'pUnd him, who was a member of the a wonderful sailor, however. It wasn't
Osceola
Baltic.
Superior,
Champion,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 16. Having crew that won that America cup. He very long before he had overhauled the
and South Kearsarge. The
National League.
completed the work necessary in con- is the only known survivor of that race other four boats and was leading them
r
in
anoth
to
start
mining
expects
nection with the drafting of players
New York at Chicago.
all bp several miles.
shaft today, and the Centennial mine by major league clubs
from
Boston at Pittsburgh.
minor and, strange to say, he is an English
"We had one scare in the afternoon,
rock.
some
to
hoist
is
about
ready
tin National Baseball Com- man. His name is Captain Thomas though, when the wind died down.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati ,two
Several parades of strikers' we-- e leagues,
mission today turned its attention to Lashmar and his age is 83.
There was a tide
and we
games.
held in the district today, but there
"Don't I remember that race?" he were so far out against us,
Brooklyn at St. Louis, two games. wns no disorder. Injunction proceed- routine matters.
that it affected us
One of lie cases to come before the said. "And what a ship that first more than the other boats. The Auings brought by the miners' union commission is that of "Cy" Morgan, America was!
American Association.
rora and the Arrow, keeping in shore,
Sheriff .Tames Cruise, of who was sold to
;' I was 21
against
years old and I lived on almost caught up with us.
Cincinnati by Kansas
Columbus at Minneapolis.
to restrain him from
county,
Houghton
a
of
the
had
heard
I
Isle
that
two
Wight.
it
is
games.
City, when
Toledo at Kansas City,
"The Arrow, however, went aground
alleged his arm was
employing outside oflicers. have been lame and In was
utterly unfit for work. cup had been put up for an interna and was out of the race. The Aurora
Indianapolis at Milwaukee,
continued by Circuit Judge The
indefinitely
As
race
tional
the
island.
the
around
price agreed on for Morgan was
was doing some wonderful work, but.
Louisville at St. Paul.
O'Brien on request of the plaintiffs.
$10,000, haif of which has already been time for the race grew near there was theWind freshened and we ran away
in
circles
intense
excitement
yachting
paid.
from her.
DEBATE ADVISABILITY
One hundred and eight minor league all over Europe. There were eighteen
"Between Ventnor and St. Cather
but only fifteen sailed.
boats
OF A POLITICAL STRIKE. players were elevated to the
entered,
major ."'I
the jibboom broke and fell off
ines
16.
The
"genAmerica
the
remember
Sept.
Germany,
seeing
Jena,
American League.
leagues via the draft route here yeseral strike" as a political weapon as terday, when the American league oh coine into the harbor at Cowes. Her into tile water, dragging its sails with
We got the wreckage onto the
had a slant, a new thing to us it.
it was employed last April in Belgium tained
At Boston
players by draft and spars
deck and after that we sailed even
3 and at earlier
and
in
France
English sailors. She was long and
periods
St. Louis
the National league annexed forty-onbetter.
0 Russia was the subject of a warm and
minors at the drawing which was made had splendid lines.
Boston
con"The America rounded the needles,
The America's sails were made of
b( f;re the National Baseball Commisj
Taylor and Agnew; Bedient and extended debate in the Socialist
vention here today. It. found few sion. The St. Louis American league cotton, and Englishmen had always nine miles away from the finish, at
Thomas, Cady.
friends as a measure for immediate chia was by far the luckiest In the used flax. The sails were laced to the twenty minutes to six in the evening,
the wind fell, and it took us until
At Washington
dr.w. obtaining thirty players, more boom, which was another new idea. but
minutes to nine to reach
6 0,
The failure of the Socialists to pain than
"Ah, she set a new style in yachts, twenty-threof the total number
Chicaso
3 substantially at the last elections for
5
obta'ned by all major league teams; did the America. They don't build any Cowes a winner. It was almost dark.
Washington
Johnson anditiie Prussian diet and the. evident ini-- j the Cincinnati team was second with better boats, even today, for running Twenty minutes later the Aurora
Benz and Easterly:
possibility of their doing so under the eleven: tin Chicago Americans vnme with the wind. I'd have gone around came in, but some of the other ships
Alnsmith.
didn't reach the finish line until the
existing conditions of the Prussian next with ten; Detroit with nin'-- ; the the. world in her.
I was a happy lad when next day.
to the debate.
but
led
"My,
franchise
Bosand
Americans
the
Philadelphia
j
At New York
"All my .life I've had a liking for
ton Nationals had eight each; Brook- Colonel Shenley, on whise schooner I
6 2
4
Detroit
was employed, told me that he had America just because I helped AmeriAmericans
obtained
0 GEN. OTIS GETS INFERNAL
Boston
3 11
lyn
seven;
New York
MACHINE IN HIS MAIL. five: New York Nationals five; Chi- lent me to the America and that I was cans win the cup."
Caldwell and
Dauss and Gibson;
"How would you like to see the cup
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 16. An cago Nationals four; Philadelphia Na- to be a member of the racing crew.
Gossett, Reynolds.
"It was a queer day, as far as the race in 1914?" I asked.
infernal machine was sent through the tionals three; Cleveland and Pittsburg
through with the water," he
nails today to General Harrison Gray and the New York Americans got two wind was concerned. At 10 o'clock In "I'm"and
At. Philadelphia-Clevel- and
with traveling. But you can
started
fifteen
said,
all
the
morning
ships
Times.
St.
of
Los
and
the
owner
the
while
Angeles
each,
Washington
4 Otis,
6
7
I'll read all about it in the
sure
be
Some
of
of
them
the
at
the
sound
gun.
one
in
19i0,
each.
obtained
blown
was
Louis
Nationals
October,
up
0 which
immediately got a good wind; Bome papers.
Teen, James, Cul'lop" and O'Neil; by the McNamara conspirators
"I think Sir Thomas Upton has a
got no wind at all. There was no han
SAM
BAUSMAN
GETS
and
Plank
Houck,
corn- better chance this time than he's ever
set
was
for
no
time
and
Shawney, Pennock,
dicap
OFFER FROM CHICAGO SOX.
SULZER IS PREPARING
Schang.
pletlng the race. The yacht started had before."
TO DEFEND HIMSELF.
Ten innings.
Sam Bausman, who after his graduAlbany, N. Y., Sept. 16. Governor ation last spring accepted a position
National League.
Sulzer and his counsel are busy pre- - as civil engineer with the Chino CopAt Cincinnati (First game)
paring for the opening of the impeach- per company nt Hurley, N. M., has
3
6 1 ment trial Thursday. They have given been playing baseball in faBt company
Philadelphia
4
5 1 no intimation concerning their plans this summer with the result that his
Cincinnati
Seaton and Killifer; Johnson and for the defense, but it is understood skill in twirling the sphere has been
openly recognized and during August
they are practically completed.
Kling.
he received a contract from President
MANY CITIES WANT NEXT
(econd game)
At Cincinnati
Comiskey of the Chicago "White Sox,"
0
7
MEETING OF I. O. O. F. offering him a fine position as a memPhiladelphia
0
ber of the pitching staff of the ChiCincinnati
'Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 16. Hot cago club, at a salary of $200 per
Mayer and Bums; Robertson and
Clarke.
Springs, Ark., Atlantic City, N. J., and month with a promise of an increase
(Called end ofsixth inning account Washington, D. C, were cities most if his showing next season merited his
of darkness.)
prominently mentioned today for next advancement, says the Round Up, the
year's convention of the sovereiga Agricultural college weekly. After
At Chicago-N- ew
giand lodge, Independent Order of considering the matter carefully Baus0 Odd Fellows, which began its eighty-nintman decided to refuse the offer fof the
York
Consider all that is
0
annual convention here yester- present and continue his work along
Chicago
at
which he has
end of the fourth day.
called at
meant
lines,
engineering
(Game
by
.
' ,
been very successful.
"
words
these
NEW YORK PRIMARIES
Louis
HELD FOR MANY OFFICES. 170 ENTER FOR OPEN
At St. L.OU1S urooKiyn-at- .
GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
games both postponed; rain
New York, N. Y Sept. 16. Candl
dates for the state assembly for eleven
Brookline, Mass., Sept. 16. Frost
At
Pittsbuisn
places on the supreme court bench and was still whitening the greensward of
game postponed; rain.
for county and municipal ofllces In the famous course of the Country club
various localities will be nominated to- when the first balls were driven across
American Association.
day at primaries held throughout New the old polo field today in the 19th
York state.
open golf championship of the United
At Minneapolis
States.
2
7 16
Columbus
Leadership means superiority of product a superiority
5
The field today .was .limited to half
0
6
Minneapolis
. which
produces leadership and is proved by leadership.
Mothe
entry list, which this year reached
Cole and Coleman; Patterson,
170.
It
a
record
of
means more than this. It means everything associated
Do you realize the fact that thousands of
jgridge and Owens.
A gallery of two thousand, includwomen ore now using
with the word FIRST.
ing many women, who trudged after
At Kansas City (First game)
I The Remington
the
Typewriter is first in history, first in
17 21 3
match, " was reToledo
9 C
prestige, first in quality, first in recent improvements, first
garded by some as spectacular golf by
Kansas City
in size and completeness of organization, first in distriVardon, who finished in 75.
Collamore and DeVoght, Young;
The
former
American
was
Moore.
and
champion
bution, and first in service to the customer.
Lange, Riley
a trifle oft his game.
A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
The
word FIRST in every department of leadership
Vardon started with a four of, the
At Milwaukee Indianapolis-Milwaukeas a remedy for mucous membrane af- first hole and with the
oT a
applies
only to the
exception
rain.
game postponed;
fections, such as sore throat, nasal
five on the fifth, the outward journey
inflammation or ulcera- was a
catarrh,
pelvic
repetition of fours, Vardon's
Paul tion, caused by female ills? Women who
At St. Paul Louisville-St- .
game being like clock work. Each
game postponed; rain.
havu been cured say "it is worth Its hole
seemed to be a drive, an Iron and
weight in gold." Dissolve in water and two putts and even the 620
yard ninth
CHARLIE WHITE STOPS
apply locally. For ten years the Lydia was accompanied by him in the same
SHERIDAN IN SECOND. E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recomCompany
Remington
manner. The inward course proved a
(lococponUd)
Racine, Wis., Sept 16. Referee mended Paxtine in their private cormore
trifle
v-.erratic.
SheridanLouis Hagey stopped the Mickey
respondence with women.
-Charlie
White bout here last
For all hygienic and toilet nses it bas
Denver, Colorado.
1645 Cnampa
Work for the New Mexican. It, u
night in the second round, after Sheri- no equal. Only 60c a large box at Drag-gisfor
forFe
Santa
working
and
yon,
or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
dan had risen from the canvas in a
The Pax ton Toilet Co., Boston, Maw the new state.
White jabbed
helpless condition.
Won Lost Pet.

Club
Xew York
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PERJURY CASE IS
ABOUT OUER AT
,'SAN FRANCISCO
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Where They Play Today

one-thir- d

One of the three knockdows handed McAllister by Petroskey

(on left.)

i

I

'.

Today's Games.

(
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sixty-seve-

n

e

j

j

e

j

!

j

j

McAllister driving one of his stra Ight lefts to Petroskey's jaw, after
making him miss a vicious right swtn g. It was the concensus of opinion
that McAllister was whipped and elim inated as a middleweight contender,
although the referee called the bout a draw.
through once when I was a kid, Mt
by memory Is bad. I certainly haven't
done it since I got into professional
ball."
"Who me?" nothing like that,"
Do
baseball
16.
Sept.
Washington,
chirped Catcher Ainsmith, as if inThat all do sulted by the question.
players read the rules?
not is illustrated by a series of replie3
to questions put to members of the
GETTING READY FOR
Washington club. Here they are:
THE BIG BOUT
"I haven't read the rules as print
ed in the annual guide for a couple
of years," said Capt. George Mctsnue.
Mike Baca and Denietrio, otherwise
"Whenever a question is decided by known as Demon Rivera, are both
I
of
the
the president
always training faithfully for the boxing con- league
read it and commit it to memory, tests to be staged at the Elks' theatre
Playing every day does the rest. But UtlC KJlt 1UC UU, nuwi
I really have not read the rules.'
a return match S. Duran, of Raton,
I'm over whom he gained a
"No I never read the rules.
f
nn
nlavlncr ttall
In tlialt. tan rniind hrtilt Hera
avnorlonrf alraip
anrt "Demnn" meets Youne
tilled Waller Tnlinnnn. monarch nf theii .nW
mound. "I gues sthe others are like Rivers, of Albuquerque.
Both local boys are down to weight
me, too."
"I get the guide every year," said and in excellent condition, doing about
'Cute" Morgan, "but I never get any eight miles of road work each morning
father than the pitchers."
and shadow boxing, rope skipping, bag
"No, I never read the rules all punching and gymnasium work in the
I started once, but had to afternoon and boxing four rounds each
through.
and instructor,
etop for dinner and never went back with their trainer
to them," growled Chick Gandil.
Tommy O'Rourke, who expresses him"No, I can't say I ever read the rules self as well satisfied with their pro
all the way through," replied "Zeb" gress. Boxing is also done with other
Milan. "Once or twice I've looked up sparring partners.
a certain rule to decide a point, but It is expected that a most marked
I've never read them all."
improvement will be observed in the
"No, I never did," replied Moeller. ring generalship and cleverness of the
"I've always been going to, but never two Santa Fe boys on the 22nd, and
that their condition will be superb for
found the time."
"I Btarted once, but found them all the reason that O'Rourke iB, in the
mixed up, and quit before I'd forget opinion of all who have seen him diall I know about them," laughed Hank recting the training, the best posted
athlete and the finest lightweight
Shanks.
"No, sir, replied Pitcher Groom. "I boxer who has ever visited this state.
He now has a most flattering offer to
wouldn't do it' '
"How can you expect rookies to go east to box a contest with another
know the nile book?" replied .Toe tcpnotcher, but as he likes the climate
Boehling, Joe Engel and Mevlin Gal- here and the treatment he Is receiving
and has several good matches in sight
lia. '
"Some winter I'm going to read them he Intends to linger with us for some
all through, but this is the summer time, and the fans are most anxious
for an opportunity to see him in action
time," grinned Joe GIddeon.
"I don't know for certain," said John and believe that his work will be a
Henry. "I may have read them all revelation to local sports. .,:
-

PLAYERS DO NOT
READ THE RULES
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FOR SALE

BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco
Street. Rents for $185.00 per month.
Cheap, if taken at once.

FOR SALE

RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms-b- est
of location. Cost owner about $8,000.
Will sell for 56,500 if taken within next

days

Completely furnished.
$60.00 per month.

Bungalow,

Eight-roo-

FOR RENT

10

Best of location.

Two nicely furnished rooms, Palace Ave.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE,

at

home

to- -

morrow, Wednesday afternoon.
.Mrs. Stauffer will not be at homt tomorrow afternoon.
Mrs. W. H. C'ahall and Mrs. Francos
Paddock, of Racine, Wis., are registered at the De VargaB hotel.
II. C. Trost, an architect of El Paso,
it: at the He Vargas.
Mrs. Spitz will not be at homo Wed
nesdays during September.
Mr. and Mrs. William Mackay
and two children, arrived last
night from Chicago and are registered
Mr. Caldwell ex- the Montezuma.
pects to spend the winter here writing
novel. Mrs. Caldwell is the sister of
Warren B. fiollins, the Los Angeles

-

'

Does a General Banking Business.

.lllllllllllltlllllHlllllltllll

Mrs. Palen will not hp

IS THE THING TO
CONJURE WITH
(By Clias. A. Pinsmore.)
Lakewood, N. M., is demonstrating
to the world what energy, science,
soil, water and climate will do
demonstrating that a community may,
if together in
make more
real money with small actual cath outlay than was dreamed possible. The

PAGE

n

Our Large Stock of

ADOLF

FALL MILLINERY!
IN

PATTERNS,

SHAPES,

NOVELTIES,

FEATHER

ETC.

was personally selected by us
in Chicago. We show only what
is being shown in the East.

I ORDER YOUR FALL SUIT NOW
I WILL BE INTERESTED IN OUR FALL AND
VAI
I UU WINTER FABRICS AND STYLES JUST RECEIVED FROM DAVIDSON & CO., THE FASHIONABLE TAILORS OF CHICAGO.
We recommend this
brand of tailoring because of the maker's ability to please

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

Lakewood Truck & Fruit Growers'
association has brought this about.
and satisfy EVERY CUSTOMER where others FAIL.
125 Palace Ave.
;
Il his association is capitalized in
.
and It Is entirely
PHONE 180.
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
'The association was organized for manner connected with the Dixon
t
BsHsaa
marketing the products of liie l.ake-- !
been
has
Juarez.
Hicks
at
wood farms; and with in view th: es- - shooting
around the local barber
lier.i was employed
tahlishinent ot a cannery.
'artist.
here for some little time, audi
shops
I:
canto
build
sufficient
the
money
Miss Lillian Parker and Gus Katine
his employers seem to think that he is
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
jand his sister are among those en- nery and equip it with machinery. a very well behaved and altogether :i
to
The
funds
was
get
by
only way
rolled at the Agricultural college acman of his race.
representative
Lake-cording to the Round Up, the college making a note. Every citizen of
Several fine build ing lots
F. G. Davis, formerly superintend-- !
wood went on that note. This state-paper.
been
at
of
has
schools
rut
Dorr,
.Mich.,
on
more
M. S. Groves, member of the cor- nient will bear thinking over not a
Marcy
given the sth grade in the Deniing
Also
poration commission, who is in Carls-!ba- single man failed in his signature, fail high school because
price.
of the largely inwrites that his return to Santa Ke e: in hia good will, or failed in hit;
on Buena
Don
Avenues.
Mr. Davis was
creased
attendance.
constant efforts in behalf of the'
has been prevented by the serious
in
Two
on one of
accompanied by his wife, and will
of his son. Francis, who has ty- - venture. That was three years ago.
make Deniing his future home. Mrs.
An
ideal
home
is
note
the
the
phoid fever.
paid.
Today
Today
.1. G. Osborne, of
Artesia. a well building, the machinery, the entire Davis' father and mother expect to be
known Pecos valley attorney, is in equipment is paid for; and this season here very soon lor permanent resithe city, on business before the su- - the cannery could declare a dividend if dence.
Richard Warren, agent of the E. P.
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
it were advisable.
It was all done
preme court.
Mrs. Frank Sturges, who was report- through co operation: through careful 4i S. W. system was in Deming Sat
T ed verv ill yesterday, is better today. business methods; and without the rrday and was very much delighted
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE," HAYWARD HAS IT.
::::
it iH reported.
favoritism and bickerings which com with the business and agricultural
outlook of the city. He says the new
Mrs. Wainscott, a sister of Mrs, monly ruin all such
It.
enterprises.
Thomas Doran, who has been visiting was a business, and was so conduct-- depot to be built by his company will
here for several weeks, left yesterday ed from the very start. This year the be in process of erection in the not
for Abilene, Kas.. for a further visit, capacity of the Lakewood cannery; very distant future. Ho figures a
WILL MAKE AN ATTRACT-IV- E
after which she will go to her home at was tripled; and this year the people tremendous business in the freight,
See our display
GIFT.
FILIGREE
as the Phelps-Dodg!
Nevada, Mo.
of Lake wood and vicinity will receive line as soon
of Necklaces, Cuff Buttons.
are opened in the Burro mounE. P. Davles of this city, is in Es- - over
and mines
$.'18,000 from the cannery
Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of Gold and Turquoise. All
of the
tancia attending the session of the over 120,000 cans of tomatoes will be! tains and the. Tyron branch
articles
have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
road
district court there.
completed.
packed and marketed which means
V. Oillespie of Uaton, assessor
G.
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
George Bumpus is the last man to
:,." carloads of canned tomatoes, total-- !
of Colfax county, is in the city for a
get wise to the construction of silos,
pieces of jewelry.
ing three times the amount ever pack-- i and
frw days.
will have one of the underground
ed before.
.1. F. Hutchinson,
editor of the
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
The business sagacity of this enter-- ; type completed and ready for use very I H. C. YONTZ,
(Springer Stockman, returned home prise is seen at a
- the wonder soon.
glance
last evening after spending several
Donald A. Mel'herson, general suof1
lies in the constant
of the Mimbres Alfalfa!
days in Santa Fe.
perinteiident
these
same
The
people.
thing might! Farms
It. L. Cooper ol the slate engineers
has consented to edit
company
be
done
other
if
the
conditions
places,
force left last night for San Marcial
a column in the Graphic for the bene
were
at
as
is
where
there
Lakewood,
Ion business connected with the state
fit of farmers.
Air. McPherson
is a
plenty of water and uo alkitll, if th1 non of Alex
roads.
one of the
McPherson,
would
But.
others
at
E. C. Broom with the state engibest known
experts in
they did this they co operated the United agricultural
neering department, left last night for, in
States, the son fast, gaining
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
raising the funds, then they co- a
a two weeks vacation, spent in
reputation equal to that of his
Connecticut and other sections operated in raising the tomatoes for father.
the cannery they did this the first
of the east.
The lectures on agriculture topics
Miss Manette Myers, superintendent year, the second year, the third year. which
have been planned for Tuesday
ReHack and Baggage Lines.
of industrial education, returned yes- These people had the essentials land
by H. M. Balner, Prof. Garcia and
free
from
water
In
abundN.
from
Y.,
she
where
impurities,
Buffalo,
terday
Prof. Simpson, of Agricultural college,
Best
can
Rigs you
get.
had attended the International Con- ance, unsurpassed climate and they
houn n,iilnnnnil , "
" euuUy,
She says had the sense to
SADDLE PONIES.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
gress on School Hygiene.
they hadi"'
PROMPT SERVICE.
a
geni.ij, in oroer 10 nave
that she was the only New Mexico ed- the Lakewood spirit and thus there
eral all around Inspiration institute at
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
is prosperity in Lakewood.
ucator in attendance,
The of- the
farm of the Little Vineyards comGregorio Hael, foreman of the New ficers of the association are:
pi ny.
Upon this occasion farmers of
Mexican news room, has been confined
President, E. C. Cook.
the. valley will gather up their fine
to his home by illness for the past
Vice president, ,T. M. Stroud.
products of the year and exhibit them
two days.
Secretary, A. C. Crozier.
In regular order at the Little
HJuHultMUAll
Vine-- j
Formr Parole Office'- - Ali son Is Treasurer, C. H. Sellmeyer.
These and Geo, L. Winters compose yards farm east of the city, where regquite ill at the house of Simnn Nug- baum. He is threatened with pneumo- the directorate, and A. E. Long is mas- ular premiums will be awarded, the
Day-Cnia.
ter mechanic at the factory, Mr. Wint premium stuff to go fo the state fair
following the exhibit here. Mr. Balner
Mrs. B. Z. McCollough and daughter, ers being superintendent.
The affairs unn
Earns 75c an Hour, and Often $75.00 a Week and More.
me oiner lecturers will be presMary Elizabeth, have returned from or the cannery are in the hands of the ent on the
occasion of the institute
a three months' visit in Montana. The directorate, each member
presCOMMERCIAL EDUCATION at the Santa Fe Business College
being
and will further impress upon our
11
artenninnntnH on I mom, tinm. .4..tl. A,
Wpv R 7. AteCnllmip-be had at 75c a day and return a LIFE LONG reward. There
can
.
I.
farmers
the
.
necessity and profit of
mem iiuiut; iium wcuvci,
'tn.ii; uihi nounng or importance is none silos.
is not such a rich investment the world over. Spend your money
.1.
at
A.
the
called
Abbott
without
the
.ludge
acquiescence of the board.
on your brain and you always gain by it Good spelling Is a great
Cox who was severely burnChamber of Commerce this morning.
This cannery has grown swiftly, but ed Frank
necessity. Good penmanship, punctuation, good business letter
the explosion of his crude oil
by
He expects to remain in town until it is only started. This fall
they will
is very much improved, and
writing, Arithmetic, Bookkeeping, Spanish, English and other
Friday, and asked the bureau to ad- can quantities of sweet potatoes, and engine
Business subjects are always in demand. Cannot pick the wrong
vise inquirers that his house, at the already plans are maturing for can- wil be giving personal supervision to
trade or profession but all thtte subjects are absolutely demanded
Roto de los Frijoles would be closed ning, next season, asparagus, beans, his 400 hogs and big alfalfa fields In
from an employer. If you don't know, then some one who does
the very near future.
until next Saturday morning.
peas, beets, tomatoes, corn, sweet poknow gets the job. Buckle down while young, or you'll have to
tatoes, etc. and next year, too, the
knuckle down when older. The young can not see it, therefore
PRESIDENT WILSON
will probably can 75 carloads PENNSYLVANIA
factory
PRIMARIES
the Parents should advise. Snorthand and
typewriting
BACK AT WORK AGAIN, of tomatoes, which after all is the
ARE BEING HELD TODAY
is always useful, for students and others, for ne'er is always at the
Washington, D. C, Sept. 1C Presi- principal business of the plant. What
shoulders of the boss, and so gets all the plums. These are trudent Wilson returned from Cornish, the other
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 1fi. Primary
vegetables may do Is yet to
isms, believe it or not, and the time will come when you'll rejoice
N. H., today on a train that was an be
in
elections
a
were
hel
wholesale
what
but
seen,
way;
dthroughout
or lament. Come and see me. Do. You will ever consider it a
hour late and was driven at once to
will do about Lakewood Islsylvania today for the nomination ol
red letter day.
the White House.
known they do better than anywhere candidates to fill two places on the
The first thing the president did wa
to-state
court
bench and to
are grown. Other places the j
superior
tc receive several hundred delegates they
matoes are planted in hothouses and name candidates for other judicial,
to the International Congress on Retransplanted to the soil here the county and municipal officers.
frigeration.
seed is planted in the ground where
a
had
conference
Secretary Bryan
are to grow and produce;
the
cn Mexico while Secretary McAdoo thereplants
is no transplanting, no disturbSubscribe for the Santa F. New
It will not pay you to watte your
had an engagement to talk over the ance after the
seed is put in. This
2 Mexican, the paper that boosts ah time writing out your legal forms
Boston.
of
the port of
collectorship
the time and works for the upbuild when you can get them already printgives a stronger plant, a better stand
and a far superior tomato. Farmers
ed at the New Mexican Printing com
Ing of our new State.
other wise will question this, but
quick results,
there are many hundreds here to testify to the correctness of these statements in their entirety. The seed is
planted, the irrigation Is carefully attended to, the cultivation of the fields
GO. looked after by experts and In due
KAUNE
time these factors together with the
kindly clime of the section cause, the
Where Quality Governs the Price plants to thrive and produce, with an
average nigh 1() tons per acre of toand Price the Quality
matoes and 10 tons per acre, selling
ai. the factory at $15 a ton, means $150
Jan acre per year for the land crop.
But. I may be permitted to dlsgress
in order to state that the people raising tomatoes sell great quantities of
fresh tomatoes, for which, if figured
that way, they receive from $00 to
Phone 262.
$100 per ton in fact, at the time of
writing this article (August 27) Mr.
NO MADAM We do not give
St John has a standing order for 100
premiums with our Coffee. You
crates of tomatoes per day at $1 per
can't make good Coffee out of
crate f. o. b. the depot at Lakewood.
So, while the farmers raise the tomapoor Beans. You can't expect to
toes primarily for the factory, they
make good coffee out of the
also make a pretty penny selling to
kinds that are half Premium, for Ij
Now
the
of
where
the
the markets
country,
1
remember, you can't iut the
tomatoes are always in demand at
I
i
a
in
Have
the
Premium
CI
it
Cup
highest prices. These tomatoes,
I
CI
III
may be said in passing, are more
Cup of our Coffee.
'
meaty, solid, thap any tomato grown.
Gold
35c
30c
Line
Band
...,40c
(To Be Continued )
IU
StuJebaker Farm Wagons, StuJeLkcr Bug40c
Bonnette
j

home-owned-

I

-
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FOR SALE

j

lots

;

L. POLLARD,

R.

J.

Secretary;

Street at a

than reasonable

Vista and

acres

Gaspar
main streets.

fruit

site.

i

JOSEPH

j

B. HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

JEWELRY

'j

President.

CO.

GOODS

DRY

-

LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
119 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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THE STAR BARN
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HEADQUARTERS FOR

New-York-

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GENERAL LIVERY

Entire Stable
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Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and
ing Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS
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Th, FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
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USTYour Business SoIicited.X3S
Foot of Montezuma Ave.

Phone 100 and 35 W.
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And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Hay, Grain

Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - - Galisteo and Water Sts.
Phone, Main 250.

aHENRY KRICK&- DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Wafers made from Pure Distilled
" water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Me.
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SUMMER EXCURSIONS

CALIFORNIA
AND THE EAST
The Summer Tourist Rates will soon be over,
OF THE LOW RATES NOW

TAKE ADVANTAGE

Francisco

Los Angeles or
San Diego,

$55.55

$45.55

San

SUMMER TOURIST
ON

Chicago

St. Paul
Denver.

SALE

. .
. .
. .

New York

.

DAILY

UNTIL

$51.85
$51.85

$21.10
$78.85

RATES-EA- ST

SEPTEMBER 30TH.

St. Louis

$47.35
Minneapolis $51.85
Pueblo . . . $16.35
Col. Springs $18.15

Return Limit, October 31st,

. .

19 13.

For particulars regarding above rates, and rates to
many other points, call on or address any
agent of the Santa Fe.

H. S. LUTZ AgtM
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Will be good color, firm of
important cases. The Chinese lafrom defects. borer,
Young Sing, who was arrested
on charge of .forging entry Into the
United States, was discharged. Dong
Sick Yow recently arrested at Lords- burg upon a similar charge was orderThis Week -- The Best Canning Pear, ed deported to China. His attorneys.
however, have appealed the case to
the federal court at Santa Fe. A
negro named E. B. Hicks was appreKAUNE
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CO. hended by Immigration Inspector Fred
D. Jack charged with conspiracy
in
bringing an alien woman unlawfully
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25c

Modern Grocery Co.
"TheQualityShop"
" PHONIT "
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Whether you live in town or country; whether you want
work or pleasure .vehicle, there's a Studebaker to nil your requirements. Farm wagons, contractor's wagons, trucks, municipal
chicles, ice wagons, dump wagons and carts, road oilers, buggies,
depot wagons, surreys, pony carts, runabouts we make them all.
also harness, for any sized animal, for any vehicle, of the)
same high standard of quality as the Studebaker vehicles.

STUDEBAKER
NEW YORK
MINNEAPOLIS
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Studebaker wagons and buggies are built on honor
sixty years
of wagon building, and you get the benefit of this
experience when you buy a Studebaker vehicle

and with the experience that comes from

See oar Dealer or write as.
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gies and Studebaker Delivery Wagons.
and every owner of a Studebaker vehicle
is proud of it. Because he knows it is the best.
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VALLEY RANCH

I5.00
$2.50
S1.00

Dally, per quarter, by mall
Dally, per quarltr, by oarrlar
Weakly, six months

S1.26
11.60

I

IV. 1X.

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Daily, per year, by mall
Dally, six months, by mall
Weekly, per year
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Booklet Free on Request
though the Boston artist has proven
that it can be done.
I guess none of the pleasure and
people of this day will
make the attempt, as the secrifice
would be too great for any enjoyment,
land that is a big consideration in to- day's doings. However, if Knowles
jean stand it, I guess tne rest 01 us can,
land we do not need worry perhaps
over the trials of another man who is
doing what he wants to do just because he wants to do it.
In the main, though we get grief
and discomfort and worry enough in
this little old world without going out
and hunting for it. It is hard enough
to get clothes without killing a bear
and skinning him and fitting the results to our own frame.

Small sums of money as well as large amounts may be set to work
earning interest If Invested in the Certificates of Deposit issued by
this bank. Funds thus employed earn 4 per cent per annum and are
protected by Capital, Surplus and Stockholder's Liability of $400,000,
as well as by the rigid supervision exercised over this institution by
the United States Government.
Miii&irfaiSei
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li it Ordained by the City Council of
MASONIC.
De Vargas.
the City of Santa Fe:
.Montezuma
Lodge
Mrs. V. H. Cahall, Racine, Wis.
That Section 92 of Chapter 9 of the
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
For Rent Three or six room house,
.Mrs. Frances Paddock, Racine, Wis. 0J(inances of the city of Santa Fe,
communiRegular
furnished or unfurnished. Apply to
Horace Harper, Artesia.
New Mexico, as amended by ordinance
cation first Monday David S. I.owitski.
'
Walter Florence, Denver.
i: troduced on September Oth, 1912,
of each month at
be
1012,
Gerard Harry, Washington, D. C.
on
I
October
d
Sth,
Hall
at
Masonic
iaj passed
A waitress at the Plaza
WANTED
V, R. Knott, Denver.
jard said section is hereby further
7:30.
tale.
follows:'
W. A. Duer, Denver.
as
AMENDED
j
E. R. PAUL. W. M.
II. C. Trost, EI Paso.
Sec. 1. By striking out the follow-- j ICHAS. E. LJNNEY. Secretary.
FOR SALE Two young ponies for
H. S. Ilfeld, Las Vegas.
I.
ing words after the word conditions
either riding or driving. Phone Frank
Charles Kirk, Albuquerque.
iu said previous amendment of
No
Sunt". Fe Chapter
Mciiride, Main HO.
Ruth Woodbury, Alaniogordo.
"Provided
Sth, ini2,
1, R. A. M.
Regular
Boulware Recovering.
Guy A. Reed, Carlsbad.
said licenses so desired or lntencieo to
second
convocation
Ruth Lucero, Taos.
Robert K. Roulware, member of the
FOR RENT Two
suits of
bo renewed are intended to be used
Monday of each month
( an
lie used together or
rooms.
state legislature from Grant county
Maggie Mares, Taos.
in the same location or building in or
at
Hall
Masonic
at
land one of Silver City's most promi-inen- t
will restore health to weakened womankind. For 40 yaart It has survived
Montezuma.
separately. Apply to Jus W. Norment,
for which the now existing license Is
7'! 3fl n m.
prejudice, envy and malice. Sold by dealers in medicine in liquid or tablet form.
2:J7 Washington avenue.
citizens, lies in the Ladies' hos- Dr. Murray, City.
used."
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription Tftblets can be had of druggist or mailed on
J. A. MASSIE.
Ipital in an extramely critical condition
receipt of
stamps for 1.00 or 60c size. Address It. V. Fierce, M. D
Frank Lavan, City.
H. P.
Signed) CELSO LOPEZ.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
Buffalo. N. Y.
las the result of an accident which oc-- j
.T. G. Osborne and son, Artesia.
I
FACT NIK) ORTIZ.
Mayor.
will
WANTED
teach several
Secretary.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and Invigorate icurred at 5 o'clock Friday morning.
Clerk.
W. C. Heacock, Albuquerque.
""
young men the automobile business in
tiny grannies.
stomach, liver and bowels. Sugar-coate- d,
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of
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Ben Hall and wife, Taiban.
Santa Ke Commander; jt,n weeks by mail and assist them to
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.
Mrs. Wm. ,1. Cuff,
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No. 1, K. T.
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better,
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Don I,. Sterling. Kl Paso.
New Mexico, as ampnded by ordinance
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()H Anf,( ,.Si Cajf
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p. ni.
so
strongly!
'yet the symptoms pointed
land passed on October Sth, 1912, be
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C.
cago.
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Reliable man for San-tto a rupture of the intestines mat
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further fw. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
ovto
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and
tervais
Dr.
Westlake
Fe; also open territory in New
brooding
given
iearlv Monday morning
Caboose Robbery.
Ala.
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er matters that were known only to 'performed an operation. This disclosed
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and
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Pasmore, Denver.
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B. Cornell, Albuquerque
gree. Ancient
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stolof
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clothing
H. L. Wrilliams, Philadelphia.
cepted Scottish Rite
night and a quantity
following: "Provided further, that any
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John Harrigan. Jr., Philadelphia.
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day,
Sam T. Clark, Deming.
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into a store.
Mayor.
JW. Bucklelew went to not, y some over .and .lack Boulware started for glass
meets second Tues
the wounds dressed. The doctor in
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had
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father
that
he
the
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, the eye, ear,
neighbors
night
Sunday
the!"
During
Chicago.
case
believes
day each month, so-that
charge of the
cial meeting third nose and throat specialist or Las
(came worse and the serious nature of
wounds are not serious and that Bhe shot Mr. Dean Collinsworth.
NOTICE OF SALE.
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comfort to one
What's
28th
on
the
the
shoes.
3:15
by
at
property
record
p.
purchased
for
against
at her home. Humer found the dog
Very Low Fare
recorded
or
now
heretofore
and
the
him:
1887,
mortgage
to
of
another.
torture
Is
December,
man
a
day
with
Its
was
ownership
and
arguing
is
but
of
elements
the
the
It contains
grain,
genuine nourishing
in Book "R" of the Records of Deeds standing against said property in the
to nearly all points in Califor
magistrate when one of the wedding
name of Miguel Chaves to be. howof
Fe County, at pages
Perhaps the shoes you have
nia, the Northwest, and many
guests called him on the telephone and on Santa
absolutely free from the coffee drug, or any other harmful Ingredient.
Jauuary 19, 1SS8, by Mareelino ever, satisfied and discharged by the
been seeking are described in
reminded him It was his wedding day.
places intermediate.
was Garcia, Recorder, as will more fully undersigned, as directed by decree
and
car
motor
a
in
into
He
this
leaped
advertising
In
today's
two forms.
POSTUM comes
to the complaint of the court.
Liberal stopover privileges.
hurried to the home of the bride, appear by reference
'
FRANK Af. JONES.
newspaper?
filed in this cause, and that unless
where they were married.
Accepted in Pullman Tourist
Trustee in Bankruptcy of Louis
you enter your appearance in said
REGULAR POSTUM must be well boiled.
If not today they will be toSleepers and Free Chair Cars
on or before .the fith day of
cause
Napoleon.
The healing demulcent qualities of
carried on Santa Fe Fast Trains.
morrow.
A. D. 1913, judgment will Dated September 5th, 1913.
November,
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are be rendered against you In said cause
INSTANT POSTUM is a soluble powder. A spoonful dissolves
Three trains daily from Kansas
not duplicated in any other medicine by default.
No sense in making your
quickly In a cup of hot water and, with cream and sugar, makes a
for coughs and colds. Any substitute
City to California.
Tn witness whereof. T have hereunto
some
when
me",
feet unhappy
offered you is an inferior article. Re- set
court
at
of
said
seal
and
very palatable beverage INSTANTLY.
hand
excur-sionmy
chant in this town has just the
Personally conducted
fuse to accept it for it can not pro- Santa
DISCHARGES
Fe. New Mexico, this 13th day
are
of
effect
shoes
and
duce the healing
you
looking
soothing
pair
BELIEVED IN
of September. A. D. 1913.
Thousands have been wonderfully benefited by using Postum inof Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
for.
MARJCELINO ORTIZ. .
HOURS
For literature, fare and service
con24
which
Insist upon the genuine,
stead of coffee
County Clerk.
(Seal)
from here, apply to
tains no opiates. The Capital Phar- By
Read up on shoe lore and
Each Can- - "N
Edw. L. Safford. Deputy.
euIc bears IMICYjJ
macy.
who
merchant
the
apThe name of plaintiffs' attorney is
patronize
the naine,e
H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
j
Melvin T. Dunlavy. and his nostofflce
peals to your needs.
SANTA FE, - - - NEW MEXICO.
New Mexican Want Ads always address is P. O. Box 500, Santa Fe,
AIX PKUOlilSTS ;
New Mexico.
bring results. Try it
were no eye witnesses who saw the j
shooting. It is currently rumored that;
there, was some had feeling between
the two men. It seems that Bucke- lew was on his own land at the time:
or the shooting. Near the body of Col- linsworth at the time It was found
was a .22 target gun, sucn as is usually
It fs the rieht of everyone to live and eninv thn rhporfnl litv W. n
It to ourselves and those who live with us to live the cheerful life. We, jused by farmers for shooting rabbits,
cannot uu u n in ucuun lukcs noia 01 us.
and the body lay in the uoninswortn
The wife, mother and daughter suffering from hot flashes, nervousness,
field and only about 100 yards from
headache, backache,
feelinjc, or any other weakness due to dinorders
the Huckelew home. It is understood
(or irrefTUlaritiea of Uie delicate female urgariB ie not only a burden to herself,
but to her loved ones.
that Huckelew claims that he shot in
Thmrm U a remedy.
Forty years experience has proven unmistakably that 'self defense. Portales Herald.
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best showings made. In 1913, lot
transfers numbered 37 aggregating
$36,715, assessed for $10,104 or 27.5
per cent of its value.
There were nine transfers in 1912
for a total of $3,962 whicli could not
be located on the assessment rolls for
that year, and in 1913, 16 transfers for
a total of $16,013 were not assessed at
all that could be found,
In 1912, 4926 acres sold for an averthe same
age of $15.26 an acre, and
In
property was assessed at $3.18.
1913 there were 4436 acres which sold
for an average of $14.76, which was
returned for taxation at $2.40 an acre.
The suggestion is made by the railroaders that to equal a full
Lvalue the assessment on land should
be increased 105.5 per cent and on lots
21.2 per cent.

OFFICIAL.

f,

F. ANDREWS
Market.
Auto Delivery Every Hour

Auto Delherv Every Hour

I

FIGURES

DETAILED

ON COUNTY

I

Another car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
A coupon packed in every sack good
for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl under 15 years of age. who collects the most of these coupons up to
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
Boys and girls get busy get your mother and your neighbors to
use EMPRESS FLOUR.

i

will Duy. try it.

TAXES
ADDITIONAL

INFORMATION .FROM THE

COMPILATIONS

MADE

BY

TRANSFERS

OF

OF

REAL ESTATE

WITH COMPARISONS

REAL

AND

ASSESSED

VALUE

BERNALILLO,

CHAVES

AND COLFAX COUNTIES

We Have a New Assortment of

In speaking of tlip article on taxau
in yesterday's New Mexican,
prominent official at the capital said,
"I have tried to estimate what these
figures on the tax situation cost the
railroad, and I do not see how they
can get out for yess than $10,000.
Wliile the compilations they prepared

of great importance to the board of
equalization. It. is by far the best ef-fort that has been made in the tax sit-- !
uation, and will undoubtedly clear the
way for a more equitable and just sys-- ;
tern of taxation."

SOUTHEAST

CORNER PLAZA.

Miss Helen Gildersleeve, a teacher
in the city schools received a tele-

,,,,,,;,

n

mem-Othe-
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That Burning Question
Beaeham-Mignard-

s

one-thir-

s

MISS A. MUGLER

DECEASED

-

45

j

YESTERDAY
THIS

e

poses.

The Reliable Hardware Store.

OF

OF

i

one-thir-

1

EARLY

GILDERSLEEVE

MRS.

"The Milliner"

s

RETAIL

LEO HERSCH

AWAY

RESIDENT

con-;er- y

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

45

PASSES

ACCIDENT

1

$11,-77-

Chaves County.
In Chaves county In 1912, there were
land in acre
Phone Back 50 transfers Involving
Phone Black
The consideration totalled
units.
$456,551, and this same property was
'
assessed at $52,230, or 11.5 per cent of
Its value. In 1913 there were 34 trans-- i
actions involving $258,701, which was
returned for taxation at $36,275, or
14.2 per cent of its total value.
In town lots in 1912 there were 36
transactions with a total consideration
at
of $73,280. returned for taxation
$10,865 or 14.8 per cent of full value,
jln 1913 there were 28 transactions totailing $63,645, and the property involved in these was returned for $11,279, or 17.7 per cent. Averaging acre- age and town lots in 1912, the average
return for taxation was 11.9 per cent
of its full value, and the same figures
for 1913 show 14.8 per cent as the
valuation of which taxes were paid.
In 1912 there was one transfer in- volving $4,250. the property described
In which could not be located on the
tax rolls, and in 1913 there were 23 for
total considerations of $180,340 which
could not be located on the tax rolls
for that year at all.
In 1912, 6,066 acres changed hands
at an average price of $75.26, and the
! ! !
average for which this same 6066
acres was returned for taxation was
How can I heat and cook faster, better, cheaper?
In 1913 3696 acres brought an
$8.61.
Let
demonstrate to you their Cook Stoves,
average price of $70.00 an acre, yet
betare
Bend
not
Malleable Ranges and Oak Heaters; they
South
the same land was returned for taxa-- i
ter than the best, but better than the rest. They have a gerat vation at $9.81 per acre.
The railroads deduce from these fig-- ;
riety of models at almost any price.
Don't think that old range is "good enough for you." The differures that the 1913 assessment in Cha-- i
ence in fuel alone in six months will pay for a new one.
ves county should be increased 133 per
Besides, remember there is a great difference between "the mail
cent on land and 88 per on lots to
d
order guarantee covering defective material and workmanship" and
of full value.
equal
their "guarantee of perfect satisfaction." Always dependable.
Colfax County.
In Colfax county during 1912, 28
transfers were located In which the
considerations
totaled $75,177. the
property which was involved being as- sessed at $15,682 or 20.8 per cent. In
I1913, 23 transfers dealt in acreage
property, totaling $66,276, and assess-- I
ed at $10,751, or 16.2 per cent of full
value. In lots there were 450 trans-'terIn 1912. for $45,133 assessed a
$15,593 or 34.5 per cent, one of the

been received asking if aliens must
pay read tax. Chairman A'thur Sel
of the county road comm'ssion
Etatcd today tht.t he could see no rea-se-n
why aliens should not pay a road
t 'X, because the law says all able
to i d m mi must p,y this tax, if they
are betwetn the ages tf 21 to 60, "An
alien owning proptny here would
have to pay a tax," he said.
Grand Jury The grand jury lias
been empaneled and is today hearing
witnesses. It was stated today that no
indictments will be given for publication until arrests are made.
Held for Grand Jury Justice Garcia bound over for the action of the
grand jury the six prisoners brought
here from Las Vegas charged with
bieaking into the Henry Krick Bottling Works and removing several
hundred bottles of beer and mineral
water. The burglary occurred the
night of the circus.
The burning question may lie learned
'and the solution of it by reading one
of the most interesting ads. today. See
t
Hardware Co; ad.
Thursday, tiie banner day at
Brothers 57th anniversary sale;
;r.7 varieties for $1.57, 1 to 4 articles
at $1.57. ranging in values Troni $2 to
?10 each. See tomorrow's adv. for particulars. Where Quality and Price

ENGINE

SOCORRO

at

terri-jDer-

HOTEL DE VARGAS

grain house in Santa Fe

GASOLINE

IN

SATURDAY AGEO

j

j

The only exclusive

They are Swell,

FELT.

j

& Supply Co.

AND

you like. Zook's.
Good home cooking, quick service
HURT
at the Plaza Cafe.
Must Aliens Pay? A letter has

Selig-jma-

During the last legislature bills
were introduced in both the house and
senate, having for their object the ap-- ;
pointment of a number of qualified
accountants to go into the tax sitna- tion In much the same way as the rail-- i
roads have done, but the bills never
got very far. It may be that the Re-- j
publican majority of the legislature
did not like the clause which gave the
governor the appointing of these men,
or it may be that they did not want
the tax situation gone into, but it has
Everything In Hardware.
been gone into thoroughly now and
'
detail from which these compila- every
W. ri. WICKHAM
LUDWIU WM. ILFELD.
.
,
.
t
ni i,,u m-m nous nave ueen mane, ii uu int.
office of the traveling auditor. In this
mass of data can be found the names,
dales, places, amounts, and every other detail of the hundreds that made
up the summary printed yesterday as
'
well as the details that could be
of the transfers
involving
lands which were not to be found on
the tax rolls.
Today a number of the compilations
MODERN AND
as applied to the counties will be
ALWAYS
printed, and me oaiance win oe given
from day to day. until the entire 2o
counties have been exhausted. The
LARGE LOBBY
Socorro county tax rolls were not in
on August 4th when the railroad exAND VERANDAS
perts quit Santa Fe, and so this county is not included in the compilation.
COMFORTABLE PORCH
The Dona Ana roll was not at the
SWINGS and ROCKERS
traveling auditor's office either, but
representatives of the railroads went
Service and Cuisine
... ?!
to Las Cruces and looked up their data
t.hft Rst in the OiLv
IWMCI Antwle facilities for iartre
from the records there.
and stnull bnDtucirt.
Bernalillo County.
In Bernalillo county the only transfers which were used in the compilation were those Involving city lots. In
in
1912 there were 35 transactions
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES
town real estate, with a consideration
Room With Bath, $3.00 Lp.
BY THE WEEK
totalling $40.2115. The property involvRoom Without Bath. $2.25 Lp.
ed was returned for taxation at
or 29.2 per cent of its real value.
In 1913 there were only 34 transactions involving $35,295. and the assess
ed valuation of this $35,295 worth of
property was $10,233, or just 29.0 per
cent of its value. Among the 1913
transfers which totaled 35 in number,
there was only one that could not be
located on the tax roll. The consideration in this sale was $5,000, but
seemingly this $5,000 worth of property escaped the assessor's eye. From
these figures, the railroad experts figSola Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD'.
ures it out that Bernalillo county's assessment of lots should be increased
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, f arden & field seeds in bulk and packages
14.5 per cent to equal the required
of full value for taxation pur-
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IN SATIN AND WHITE

NEW MEXICO PIONEER
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Always Slop at the Ancient City's Pride,
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NEW STYLISH

DEAD,

'

'are invaluable to them, they are also

Something New

IS

EATON

16, 1913.

'

tion

Glassware
and Dishes

COL.

SEPTEMBER

Always a Republican and active for
her many years in the politics of this
gram today from Socorro, telling
of
of the death there of her grandfather party, Colonel Eaton held positions
marshal and depCol. E. W. Eaton. She is waiting lor deputy United States
uty sheriff of Socorro county. In the
further instructions
Paving Around Capitol.
latter capacity his life was often
for
before
leaving
eral arrangements,
The committee also unanimously
threatened by desperadoes who infesof
Gildersleeve
M.
T.
Mrs.
Socorro,
recommended that the city council
ted the territory. Once, while attempt
Eaton's
Col.
was
Palace avenue,
proceed under the 1913 statute to the
ing an arrest in a saloon, one of a
was
at
Mrs.
Gildersleeve
daughter.
paving of the streets surrounding the
number of rough characters present
when!
Lillian,
Belen with her daughter,
This proceed-- I
state capitol grounds.
his left arm. He
she received the news of her father's shot him, shattering
ing will be somewhat lengthy but
the
fire, killed his
returned
iminstantly
went
she
dangerous illness, and
members of the council present at the
assailant and arrested the others of
mediately to Socorro.
committee meeting agreed to expedite
The Albuquerque Journal has the the gang.
the matter in the council as much as
Colonel Eaton was married in 1S51
following to say about Col. Eaton's
The lawyers of the commitpossible.
to Miss Marcilena Chavez, a member
death:
tee also agreed to pass upon the varfamilies in New
Socorro, N. M., Sept. 15. Colonel of one of the oldest
ious petitions, the ordinance and such
nine children
Ethan W. Eaton, a pioneer of Socorro Mexico, and of this union
matters in order to expedite the work
of whom survive.
county, a noted Indian fighter in the were born, all
and have the matter in train so that
the paving may be done early next
early days and active in the development of the mining industry in the LONG BEACH MAN
spring and before the" summer tourist
state, died at his home here at 3:40
rush begins.
ON TRIAL FOR
o'clock this morning. His death reIn this connection it was suggested
last
sulted from injuries sustained
now
that
the
that the street sprinkler,
DEGENERACY
Saturday afternoon, when he was
summer dust Is passed, be placed upon
moving
a
gasoline
into
drawn
rapidly
some of the streets that need repairs
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 16. Geo.
engine, which was operating a pumptbe most and used until they are thor- Is It.
Chairman
Notes
Sellgman,
Road
Colonel
H.
residence.
at
his
Bixby, the Long Beach millionaire
the
ing plant
oughly wet down after which
the road commission, is back from Eaton was standing beside the en- who was indicted some months ago on
sprinkler team he used to drag these tf
the
a morality
streets from sides to center, thus plac- an extensive motor trip through
gine when in some manner his coat charges resulting from
over roads and states became caught in the machinery and crusade, was placed on trial today in
ing them in thoroughly good condition county, looking
Be- the superior court before Judge Benthat Indians at Tesuque will work on he was drawn Into the engine.
lor the winter.
witThe absence so far of the twelve the road opposite the Tesuque pueblo fore it could be stopped he had been jamin F. Bledsoe. The principal
Eaton is nesses against Bixby are minor girls,
men promised by Warden McManus to lo Miller's ranch, as it is In bad shape. badly mangled. Colonel
before the grand
n Ildefonso Indians have agreed to .survived by nine children, all of whom whose testimony
the chamber of commerce was commented upon as it was for such repair work on the road from their pueblo to ai., residents of Socorro county. He jury involved instances of degenerwork that their services would be use- Jnccna. Culverts wi 1 be put over the was 86 years old. The funeral will acy.
',.
in ore at work ftxine the ho heir tomorrow afternoon and Bixby's defense, his attorneys stat- ful.
road from Espanola to San Juan AI - burial will be made in a local cemtv ed WOuld be the declaration that ho
had been blackmailed by a coterie of
Informal Complaints.
though but a short portion of this tery.
In the death of Colonel hat on, New yoling giris ,vno, under the leadership
In the Informal complaint depart- road is in this county, Cailos AUrid
r
of its picturesque of Mrs Einm., Goodman, were
ment of the state corporation com- has been sent with men to repair it. Mexico loses another to
s
the then
of a regularly organized
band,
men are at work between pioneers. He came
mission, it was announced today that
tory in S49. and naa uveu uere evi tne pllrp0Be of which was to compro- a complaint had been received from Nambe and Chimayo.
since. He was a native of New York mse weii known men of wealth and
57 Varieties Thursday at $1.57.
the Lakewood Canning factory, probeen born in Montgom-,tneextract blackmail. Mrs.
testing against the rates on box ma- Thursday tiie Banner Day at Seligman state, "having
57th anniversary sale,
county, October 10, 1827, Colonel- man js un(jer sentence for pandering,
terials from the Albuquerque mills to
s Eaton was of Englisn aesceiu, nis aii ,having pleaded guilty.
Lakewood, and also stating that the sisting of silks, dry goods, men
cestors having emigrated from ureal
silk
coats,
ladies
hosiery,
closed
to
was
market
the
clothing,
Albuquerque
soon after STEAMER AND FERRY BOAT
Lakewood canned tomatoes because of men's and women's shoes and gloves, Britain to New England
COLLIDE IN HARBOR.
the excessive freight rate. The com- etc., all at $1.57. Read tomorrow's the landing of the Mayflower,
Colonel Eaton received his educa-Pricmission will investigate
the matter. edition for particulars and true value,
and
tion at Sharon Center, New York,
Is It.
New York, N. Y., Sept. 16. The Old
Another complaint which hsis been adFine spring chickens, hens or broil- in an academy at Amesville. When Dominion liner, Hamilton,
collided
justed had to do with the rate on livestock from Fort. Sumner and points on pre at the Modern Market. Phone the great tide of emigration swept irith n. Pennsvlvanifl. ferrv hnnr. off
the cutoff from Belen to Texico, to ycur order to 262 Frank Mourer, pro- west in 1819, he Joined a party of ten Cortlandt street (n the North river ia,
and started from New York to cross this afternoon. After the collision,
Denver.
This rate was formerly $87.-5- prietor.
It has been lowered by the Santa
Comes From China Miss Tuise the plains to California. When the both of the vessels went to their
Fe to $76 and the new rate will prob- Vaughn, of Shantung Province, China, party reached Cincinnati, they built decks. The Hamilton was
Ohio river
with pasesngers from Norfolk, Va.
ably become effective in time for some will be in Santa Fe Friday and will a boat, proceeded down the
and on to the
of the fall shipping.
The extent of the damage had not
speak before the Home and Foreign to the Mississippi river
There
river.
mouth of the Arkansas
Mission society at the Presbyterian
been learned at 3:45 o'clock, shortly
a
took
church. The address will begin at they sold the vessel and
Alleged Horse Stealing.
after the collision. So great was the
The mounted police office has receiv- 7:45 p. m. instead of the afternoon as steamer to Fort Smith. Having ar- force of the impact that the vessels
an
ed word from Guadalupe county that announced.
rived at that place, they bought
were wedged tightly together and
Benigno Jaramillo of Anton Chico
Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and outfit of two wagons and four yoke could not be released for several mincomplains of the loss of a matched Vimond Cream are fine for sunburn of oxen and continued their journey utes. No lives were lost.
team of sorrels which he believes have and windburn. Take a bottle with yea to Santa Fe, where they arrived in
The Hamilton was just about to be
been stolen. They are branded BJ on ion your vacation.
September, 1849. Colonel Eaton and warped into the pier at the foot of
left shoulder and ..have been missing
two of his companions decided to Beach street when the ferryboat Philsince Sept. 7th.
stop there, but the others determined adelphia, bound from Jersey City to
G. A. R. UETERAN
to push on to the gold fields of Cali- Des Brosses street,
New York, atDid Not Go.
fornia. Some ill fate attended them, tempted to cross her bow. There was
WILL RUN RACE
Governor McDonald did not leave
8r thev were never heard of after barely space for the passing, and the
WITH JOHNNY REB ward.
for Aztec today as he had contemplatColonel Eaton first engaged strong tide carried the Hamilton with
ed doing earlier. He Is being extenin prospecting for gold, but .after a';great force against the Philadelphla.
sively advertised in San Juan county
Chattanooga, Tenn., Sept. 16. The sliort time started a store at Galisteo, a hole approximately three feet square
as a speaker at the San Juan county challenge for a. foot race recently
where he continued in the mercantile was torn in the Hamilton's bow, four
,
fair for Thursday of this week, but the
by Col. K. L. Smith, aged 69, busines for two years. He then pur-- feet above the water line, and the
has
fact that the board of equalization
a land grant of 100,000 acres jperstructu re on the Philadelphia was
of Detroit, Mich., a Union veteran,
not completed its work yet, and must has been accepted by Private M. Wolf and turned his attention
to stock- - partly torn away,
No one on the Hamilton was in- get through at the earliest possible aged 80, a local Confederate veteran, raising and farming.
time caused him to postpone the trip The race will take place at ChamberThose industries were Interrupted jured and the vessel docked shortly
until another date.
lain field Thursday afternoon, accord-jin- g by' the breaKing out of the Civil war. afterward. The Philadelphia went to
to announcement made today. One When there was a call for troops, Col- - jher slip under he,- - own steam. She
In the Supreme Court.
hundred yards is the distance. When onel Eaton offered prompt response. carried few passengers and none of
In the supreme court today the cases !col. Smith issued his challenge he also He raised
Company F of the Secblid them was hurt.
of W. B. Harris vs. E. F. Hardwick was quoted as claiming the veteran New Mexico volunteer
infantry, of
from Eddy county, and state of New championship of the United States for which he was commissioned
captain. CHARGED WITH MURDER
Mexico vs. Theodore Goulet from
COMMITTED 14 YEARS AGO.
any distance. Three other Union vet- He at once put his men in training
county, were argued and sub- erans have announced they will con-- , and soon had a well drilled company,
mitted.
test for championship race with Col which received the highest commenVallejo, Calif., Sept. 16. Although
Smith in a three mile race. This race dation of General Canby. He had Joseph Kopf, arrested here yesterday,
(also will be run Thursday afternoon. more than ordinary aptitude for the is charged with the murder of Julian
These veterans are Geo. W, Howe, disciplining of men and rendered the Buchuard, a wealthy bachelor of
aged 70, of Port. Huron. Mich.: Col. S. government valuable service in New Julian, Neb., named after him, 14
and Mexico.
:G. Barnes, aged 68, Pittsburgh,
years ago, the papers calling for his
A Nobby Line of Fall and Winter William A. Heinsohn,
extradition are on their way back to
aged 69, Cleve- found
rebellion
of
the
close
The
suitings and overcoats at Muralter's
land.
of cavalry. It was but Nebraska, in the keeping of Sheirft
a
colonel
Eaton
an-- I
A feature of the
Any kind of nursing bottle you want
a short time after the war that a Jones, of Nemaha county, who came
nipples of all styles, brushes, baby nual encampment of the Grand Army band of Apache Indians ran away here last, week to make the arrest,
foods, talcum powders and the most :of the Republic here today was the re-- ! with 100 head of his livestock.
He failed to find Kopf and turned back.
to union of veterans who participated in followed with twelve men, the bodycareful prescription department
Kopf said today that he knew
Zook's.
when
ill.
the battle of Chicamauga.
belp baby
guard of General Carlton, and a few Buchuard well, as he did 'Fuker
who in a statement to the
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND
citizens, overtaking the Indians after
BE SURE.
NEW YORK NAVY YARD
a chase of 100 miles. All the Indians prison authorities of Auburn, Kan., imMAY GO TO NEW JERSEY but one were killed in the fight which plicated Kopf. Kopf has lived here
You're always a welcome visitor at
followed and the stolen cattle were nine years and is a respected citizen.
the New Mexico State Fair, AlbuquerWashington, D. C, Sept. 16. New recovered. In this fight, Colonel Eaton He is positive that he can prove his Inque, October 6th to llth. Everything
Jersey's bid for the New York navy received a severe wound in the thigh nocence by an alibi.
to instruct an dentertain.
'yard, which naval experts say is rap-- I from an arrowhead.
FOR RENT Five room modern
its present site, will
The peaceful occupation to which MAYOR OF TOLEDO HAS
blocks from idly outgrowing
house one and
be seriously considered and personal he turned his attenation was mining,
HAD ENOUGH HE SAYS.
B.
Hayward.
plaza. Joseph
by Secretary Daniels out m this he met with only moderate
ly
Toledo,
Ohio,
Sept. 16. Brand
Have that old Iron made new. withinvestigated
a view to laying before congress 8UCcess. He owned for some years Whitlock, mayor of Toledo, does not
Gnagey & Ervien.
whole subject of reorganization of mines and prospects in the Magdalena want a fourth term.
the
Today he resignThere will be a fine display of Live navy yards and stations.
Secretary district, and with the hopeful charac
Stock, Horses, Cattle, Mules. Sheep Daniels has arranged to go to Jersey teristic of the miner looked forward ed from the Citizen's ticket on which
and Swine, Poultry of all breeds, Pig City tomorrow afternoon, and Tburs-da- v to the time he would realize a fortune he was nominated for mayor. Some
time ago he refused to head the Indeeons and Pet Stock at the State Fair
will go to Communipaw to look from the properties.
at Albuquerque, October 6th to llth, over the great salt marsh, where it is It was in 1875 that Colonel Eaton pendent ticket on which he was three
times victorious.
thiB year, as the large premiums ofproposed to erect the greatest naval took up his residence at Socorro. Very
fered are bound to bring out the finest yard in this country at a cost of $250,- - soon afterward the editor of the paper
WORKING FOR FRENCH
exhibit ever shown.
000,000. The state of New Jersey nas published at Socorro waB shot by sevEXHIBIT AT EXPOSITION.
Is Making Good Miss Mary McFie, offered the national government the eral men as he was coming from
of this cjty who has charge of the riparian rights to 300 acres of land In church, accompanied by his wife. A
Paris, Sept. 16. Much attention to
music department of the state univer- that vicinity, and it is believed that vigilance committee immediately was
the question of French participation
sity at Albuquerque, is evidently mak- there will be little difficulty in acquir- organized, numbering 100 citizens, and in the
Panama Pacific exposition at
In which the
ing a record for herself, judging from ing the necessary additional land if a bloody fight ensued.
San Francisco In 1915, Is being paid
the unconscious tributes which creep the government should decide to trans- murderer of the editor was shot to
papers. In fer the New York yard to Communi- death, another lianged and a third by Jean J. Jusserand, French ambassainto the Albuquerque
tried, convicted and sent to the peni- dor to the United States, during his
sneaking of a reception to the new paw.
tentiary. Oovernor Sheldon approved vacation in France. He has called on
students yesterday's Albuquerque Herand
of the course of the committee, which a number of important persons
ald says: "A number by the Girls SEPARATED FROM HER
of Colo- possible exhibitors in half a dozen of
the
direction
under
acted
had
WOMAN
SUICIDES,
Glee club and another by a chorus of
HUSBAND,
the largest French provincial cities.
nel Eaton.
mixed voices showed that Miss
inthe
111.. Sept. 16.
At
excellent training of last year
Chicago,
had not been forgotten during the quest here today over the body of Mrs.
at
is
Miss
McFie
already
summer."
Grace Scott, of Omaha, Neb., who
work on the organization of a glee committed suicide yesterday, the jewclub and an orchestra for the coming elry and other property of the decedschool year.
ent, at first reported missing, was acof
counted for.
line
Fall
our
Received
Just
Mrs. Scott left a note for her husladies' suits, coats and skirts. Prices
moderate. Fit guaranteed. Call ai d band, Arthur H. Scott, of Omaha, from
a year ago, readinspect samples. Muralter. the tailur. whom she separated
Wanted fifty men for board and ing:
SANTA FE, N. M.
PHONE 12
"I love Arthur better than my life
room. Six dollars per week. Plaza
and I am willing to die rather than
Cafe.
33
without him."
Tor Sale, a w.tw proof leather live
one-thir-
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Santa Fe Hardware

hunting suit. Cheap if taken at once.
B. Tonnies, San Francisco street.
fou will flna many good smokes In
our cigar case. No trouble to select
the particular size, shape and shade
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